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‘…Thank god for Vivian's Making the Shining, she is a prodigy. To
think she photographed that at age 17, with a large heavy Aaton
16mm (I'm assuming) and did a magnificent job of filming. A truly
amazing job, absolutely astounding, incredible, precocious. I often
wonder what line of work she went into later in life, she probably
could have been an amazing cinematographer’
IMDB-Comment on MAKING THE SHINING

ABSTRACT
-While reading, please keep in mind my first language isn’t English. Also note this text needs to be seen as a first
draft. Thank you.-

The main subject of this article is to show that everything in the 35-minute
documentary MAKING THE SHINING was choreographed and scripted by
Stanley Kubrick. But as the documentary is intensely connected with Kubrick’s
other work -in the broadest sense of the word-, I’m kind of forced to tell you
first why Kubrick choreographed the documentary at all. This I’ll do in a so
called ‘lead up’, written in two parts.
The first part is basically about, what I think, is the starting point of a Kubrickfilm. The second part generally is about which attitude one should have
towards MAKING THE SHINING and THE SHINING. I’ll try to write the ‘lead up’
to the point and elaborate on things only when I think it’s necessary.
Eventually the lead up results in the ‘main part’ about the relationship between
the documentary and the actual film. The main part consists of two sections:
an interpretation- and an observation section. The interpretation part is an
attempt to show that MAKING THE SHINING basically points to one moment in
THE SHINING. In its turn, this particular moment in THE SHINING refers to a
single picture –outside the film itself- that possibly was made by Kubrick.

Lead Up (I)
In Search for a Profound Starting Point
To begin this „lead up‟, I would state that one of the most important questions about
Kubrick‟s work is: how was he able to not repeat himself while making a new movie?
Of course he based his movies on books that treated total different subjects, but is
that a satisfying answer to the above question? I would say „no‟ because then one
still doesn‟t know the reason why Kubrick chose these particular stories. Each story
or subject is already an elaboration on something more basic. So I think we don‟t
have to focus on the story but on the idea behind the story. When we just focus on
what a story actually is, we see that it‟s a series of events. These events happen
because a human is put in a certain situation or context. What happens then is that
this human tries to deal with this situation or context it finds itself in. That‟s what I
think a story basically is: humans finding themselves in a certain situation and then
try to deal with it. In saying this I think we can safely say that Kubrick didn‟t base his
films on novels but on situations. This feels a bit more basic, but of course we still
don‟t know why Kubrick chose these particular (war, marriage, isolation, etc.)
situations.
To solve this problem I think we have to focus at a situation itself. What is a situation?
Why are humans finding themselves in situations at all? What‟s the essence of a
situation? The essence of a situation is the fact that humans exist and also know they
exist. That‟s what I think is the main ingredient for creating a situation. The interesting
thing is that humans through the ages tried to express this basic situation they have
found themselves in. They‟ve done it in innumerable ways: music, rituals, dances,
etc. But, although these things are very basic, I don‟t think they are very suitable to
use as starting points for a film. Music and rituals are hyper esthetic things. Or to say
it in other words: they are too direct to use as a starting point for a film.
Therefore a more useful starting point would be visual expressions. As a visual
expression is less direct or less hyper esthetic, one has to do ones utmost best in
order to express the basic human situation. And besides this I think visuals are more
close to human experience than the above hyper esthetic expressions. With this I
mean that visual expressions are not only (one way) human expressions –like the
hyper esthetics-, they also act as human mirrors.
What we now have to do is to find the most profound visuals that reflect the basic
human situation. I think that if one searches long enough one eventually discovers
that these profound visuals are formed lines. As you study them you‟ll see that they
are the most basic way of telling a story or showing a human situation. These formed
lines we also call signs or symbols. And I think the most basic symbols are ciphers
and characters. In these two types of symbols one can see curved lines, straight
lines, vertical lines, horizontal lines, diagonal lines, single lines and multiple lines.
With these „line aspects‟ humans tried to make sense of their world. Eventually they
became universal (culture related of course) communication signs. In my opinion
there‟s no more profound way to express the basic situation visually.

Having read the above text I hope you‟ll not be surprised as I now state that Kubrick‟s
starting point was not a novel, nor a story, nor a situation, but signs. But what kinds of
signs? I think it‟s not that difficult to answer this question. Kubrick made thirteen films.
So when he started a film, the first most basic thing or the fact was that it was not just
another film; it was a second, fifth or tenth film. So what Kubrick did first was studying
the story behind the cipher or number (two or more ciphers.) This basic „cipher
knowledge‟ was so powerful that it automatically forced him to dig as deep as
possible into the basic human situation. Now I know this sounds or may sound a little
wacky right now, but please give me another chapter to elaborate on this idea.

The Cipher as a Starting Point of a Kubrick-Film
I‟ll use 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY as a first example of how the
nature of a cipher –or in three cases a number- has to be seen as
the starting point of a Kubrick-film. If we count the previous films
up to this one we see that 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY is Kubrick‟s
eighth feature film. So we first have to look at the form of this
particular cipher. We can see that the eight –as we know it nowhas the form of a double loop. This double loop is generally
associated with infinity. Notice also the point where the line
crosses itself.
Now with this information, we‟re going to look at 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY and try
to make some connections between this cipher and the film itself.
The first interesting observation is the
form of the space station. We can see it
consists of two circles connected to each
other via the center. If we now go back to
the form of the eight, we see that the
eight has this same form of two –in this
case- loops that in the center seem to be
connected with each other.

Another scene where we can see a
resemblance between the shape of the
eight and the film itself, is in the moon
excavation scene.
As we observe some content of the moon
excavation, we can see that the two
„staircases‟ and the monolith form the shape
of a („mathematical eight‟) lemniscate (fig.
4).
This structure is of course best seen, when one observes the excavation (content)
from above. The monolith is placed (obliquely) on point zero in
the (imagined) graphic of figure 4. So, the monolith basically
represents the lemniscate‟s horizontal- / diagonal- / verticality.
For instance: you‟ll see the monolith is at his longest when he
makes a perfect diagonal (from down left to up right.)

Figure 4

Notice that this same diagonal is made by the space station just
before we enter it.

When we now see the structure of the
excavation content as a lemniscate, we can
make an interesting connection. The moment
one of the astronauts touches the monolith, one
can hear a resonating (audio feedback loop)
sound. Now, this sound we hear is an audioequivalent of the double loop structure of the
(visual) lemniscate. The monolith –at the centeris the place where these (seemingly) two loops flow over into each other, so one can
say that the line of the lemniscate resonates with itself. That‟s why we hear this
particular resonating sound when the monolith is touched (for an elaboration on the
„resonating monolith‟: see Rob Ager‟s analysis of this film (2008)).
Another obvious relation between the eight
and the forms or structure in the film is seen
in the last part of the film. The first total shot
of the room‟s floor where David Bowman is
seen in, consists of 64 (or „eight squared’)
squares. (Note the square in the function of
the lemniscate:

Of course, with the above examples (and also with many
more), I cannot prove my theorem that the number is the
starting point of a Kubrick-film. But I think it can‟t be all
coincidences.
To show another example. In A CLOCKWORK ORANGE Kubrick‟s ninth feature film- one can see a white sculpture
(buttocks and a penis). Is it a coincidence that this sculpture
has the form of a nine? And why does Kubrick want the
audience to pay attention to this particular sculpture, as one
can see in two of his „promotion pictures.‟

Is it just a coincidence that the main character
Alex listens to Beethoven‟s Ninth Symphony? Or
is this not a coincidence and is A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE an elaboration of the cipher nine?
To take one last film as an example for explaining
that the number is the starting point of a Kubrickfilm, I‟d like to take the main film of this article, THE SHINING. As we count Kubrick‟s
films again, we see that THE SHINING is Kubrick‟s eleventh feature film. If we

observe the number eleven, we see that it consists of two identical ciphers; ones. Is it
then another coincidence that Kubrick putted the „doubling-theme‟ into this film?
Just like 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY, THE
SHINING has a big overview-shot in it. In ‘2001’
the overview is the moon excavation, seen by
the astronauts. In THE SHINING it is the maze,
(seen by Jack Torrance.)
But as the moon excavation expressed the form
and nature of the eight, the maze expresses the
number eleven. As we can notice, the nature of
the number eleven is „doubling.‟ That‟s why the
maze has its doubling structure. Its doubled
horizontally and vertically. So, I think we can safely say now that the mirror-theme of
THE SHINING isn‟t the basis of the maze‟s structure or the film itself, but that it is the
number eleven. Of course, the nature of the mirror could be as fundamental as that of
the nature of the number eleven. But if one sees this film from a broader perspective
–with the idea that numbers are the starting point of a Kubrick-film- one eventually
sees that the number eleven was the reason for the mirror-theme to exist in the film.
The same thing with Jay Weidner‟s statement that THE SHINING eventually is about
Kubrick faking the Apollo moon landings (see his article: Secrets of The Shining
(2009.)) Apart from his fascinating find, I think that Weidner doesn‟t speak the whole
truth when he says that „the truth is that THE SHINING is the story of how Stanley
Kubrick cut a deal with the U.S. Government to fake the Apollo moon landings.‟
I think that the above story is not the basis of the film, but that is an elaboration on
the nature of the number eleven. Because the Apollo moon
landings can be associated with the number eleven, it has
the right to be in this film, not vice versa. So in saying this, I
think one has to be careful in making statements about
THE SHINING or any other Kubrick-film. Of course Weidner
could be right about the „double „l‟ -in the sentence ‘All work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy’- referring to the eleven
in Apollo 11. But this doesn‟t say that the whole truth of the
film is about faking the Apollo moon landings.

The Duration of the MGM/WB-Logo
Another, less obvious, example –of the idea that the film is an elaboration of the
cipher/number- is the duration of the MGM and Warner Bros.-logo just before a
Kubrick-film starts.

To begin with the MGM-logo at the start of 2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY. When one counts the seconds, one can see
that the logo starts to disappear on exactly eight seconds.
The blue background dissolves very quickly (before we can
count the ninth second) into a black background, the
disappearance of the logo takes more time.

Then the intro of A CLOCKWORK ORANGE. Here Kubrick
uses the duration of the logo more complexly. We stare at a
red screen for about 26 to 27 seconds (note that McDowell
was 26-27 years old during the shooting of the film.) Then
between these two counts the WB-logo pops up and is
visible for the next six seconds. After the logo the film cuts
to blue and we can read the name of Kubrick that is visible
for another six seconds. Then the film cuts to the main title
for again six seconds. We see Alex‟s face -without movement of the camera between
45 seconds and 1 minute and 1 second. This period is separated in two parts
stressed by a drum sound. The first period us from 45 (4+5=9) to 51 (5+1=6)
seconds (duration: 6 seconds). The other part from 51 seconds to 1 minute and 1
second (duration: 9 seconds). After this full nine seconds the camera tracks back (at
exactly 1 minute and 1 second.) Because of the many sixes in this introduction I
assume that they play an important role in the film along with the nines.
BARRY LYNDON: At first glance the WB-logo cuts away at
11 seconds, but as one can see: the text „WARNER BROS‟
appears one second after the logo‟s appearance. So in fact
the –full- logo cuts away at ten seconds.

THE SHINING: WB-logo starts fading away at 11 seconds
and is gone before we can count the twelfth second.

FULL METAL JACKET: WB-logo starts fading away at ten
seconds and is gone at exactly 12 seconds; at this moment12 seconds- the main title directly pops-up.

EYES WIDE SHUT: the long WB-logo (with introduction) is
visible for thirteen seconds.

A Number Shaped Human Brain
Before closing this first lead up part, I would make a final comment with respect to the
idea that the number is the starting point of a Kubrick-film. One of the –in my opinionbest interpretations of Kubrick‟s work was made by the French Philosopher Gilles
Deleuze. In his book Cinema II: The Time-Image (English translation), he writes that:
‘Kubrick is renewing the theme of the initiatory journey because every journey in the
world is an exploration of the brain.’
Now, if we connect this above sentence to the idea that the number can be seen as
the starting point of a Kubrick-film, we can possibly make the idea more sharp-cut. To
begin, we have to see the nature of the number as the shape of the brain. Once the
brain has the shape that resembles the nature of the number, it does something with
the experience of a human being. If we now see a Kubrick-film as a „number shaped‟
human brain, we can say that a Kubrick-film is a means to stimulate a certain area in
the spectrum of human experience. That‟s what I think a Kubrick-film does to the
audience: it gives them the experience of the nature of the cipher or number (at least
his last six, with (the first minutes of) 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY possibly as a big
reset). To give an example of „human experience of the number‟, just look at the
maze overview (fig. 10) in THE SHINING: the (walking through the) corridors
represent the experience, the walls represent the number shaped brain (I‟ll elaborate
on this subject later on.)

LEAD UP (II)
Hopefully, after reading the above text, you will not be surprised that the starting point
of this lead up‟s second part is the idea that THE SHINING and its documentary are –
to say it shortly- an elaboration or expression of the number 11. Of course, it‟s
impossible to write a sort of all-including analysis of a film, let alone of THE SHINING.
So, I try to write only about the things of which I think I‟ve something meaningful to
tell about.

Numerical Kubrick: Two More Examples
But before I‟ll go into THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING, I first want to
return very shortly to Kubrick‟s –possible- fascination with the form and nature of
ciphers and numbers. Just to let one notice the possibility of the extremeness of
Kubrick‟s use of -and communication with- numbers, I want to show you the following
observation. If one takes the last six films (remind ‘2001’ as a possible reset) of
Kubrick and only looks at premiere-dates (as one can see on IMDB.com) one can
see the following thing.
1968-1971-1975-1980-1987-1999
68-71-75-80-87-99
3-4-5-7-12
1-1-2-5
0-1-3
1-2
1

The number(s) in the third to the seventh row show the difference between two
consecutive numbers of the row that precedes them. As you can see, at the end it
has led to 1. So, you could say that eventually the difference between the movies is 1
(cipher). The number 1 could also refer to the unity of all Kubrick-films. Also notice
that the first two and three differences of row three could be related to the last two
differences: 3 + 4 = 7 and 3 + 4 + 5 = 12.
And to give one other example of how numbers could relate to the films of Kubrick:
have a look at the birthdates of the actors in (for example) THE SHINING. Danny
Lloyd was born on January 1st 1973, to say it differently on 01-01-1973. If one now
counts up the numbers of 1973 (1+9=10 and 7 + 3=10) one has the „birthdate‟ 01-011010, or: 01-01-1010, one now sees a mirrored birthdate or/and a doubled eleven.
And that‟s just Danny‟s birthdate.
Of course you can say this is all bonkers and this of course could be the case. But,
one can also see it as examples of how far Kubrick‟s „numerical communication‟
could stretch. So the above examples are merely a „take into account.‟
From now on I‟ll try to just stay with THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING. So,
anything that I‟ll write in the following text has to have a clear and direct relationship
with the film and documentary itself. One question you could ask about THE
SHINING is: why is this film the only Kubrick-film that is accompanied with a making
of-documentary?

Rob Ager’s ‘Crazy Kubrick’
On the internet one can read some interesting things that relate to these question. I
think the most interesting text written about this documentary can be found in an indepth analysis on THE SHINING written by Rob Ager (2008). In the 10th chapter
named „Crazy Kubrick‟ Ager writes about the –possible- parallels between the
documentary and the actual film (hence the title „Crazy Kubrick‟: in the documentary
Kubrick‟s behavior parallels Jack‟s in the film.) At the end of the chapter he doubts
that Kubrick is showing his true self throughout the documentary. It‟s interesting to
read that Ager is quite certain about the documentary being choreographed. He even
writes that the documentary has led film critics to reach a variety of mistaken
assumptions about Kubrick‟s personality. But of course the important parts of the
chapter are those where Ager writes about why he thinks the documentary is semiscripted and therefore is not –fully- a registration of natural human behaviors on set.
Ager, throughout the chapter, supports the above theorem basically as follows. He
first argues that Kubrick had full control over the documentary because in this way
Kubrick could promote THE SHINING in a behind the scenes documentary without
revealing any of his closely guarded secrets. He also writes that the documentary
may even have assisted Kubrick in disguising his true motifs as a film maker. Further
on, we can read that Ager is quite convinced that Shelley Duvall and Scatman
Crothers had a difficult time because Kubrick was drawing parallels between himself
and the character of Jack Torrance.
With showing us the above things Ager tries to make his point that MAKING THE
SHINING is, in a way, a fiction film itself. Now, this statement is quite interesting
when one relates it to the idea of the „double nature‟ –number 11- of THE SHINING.

Could it be that Kubrick made not one, but a sort of double film? Why would he do
that? But before we lose ourselves into questions about the reasons of Kubrick
making two films „at once,‟ we first have to find some more clues that could confirm
the idea that MAKING THE SHINING is in fact a fiction film.

Ager’s 5 Clues
Let‟s first take the five clues that Rob Ager shows us in his „Crazy Kubrick‟ chapter.
The first clue that would indicate that this documentary is in fact a fiction film (Ager
calls it semi-scripted in this case) is seen in the very first shot of the documentary.
According to Ager, Kubrick virtually announces that the documentary is semi-scripted
by counting down numbers. Beneath two windows we can see the numbers 4 and 3,
then the camera pans to the right were the audience would expect to see the
numbers 3, 2, 1 and 0 (but that‟s not the case,) as if counting down for action on a
universal lead counter. The other four clues Ager calls parallels between the
documentary and the actual movie and are as follows: 1. Jack tells Vivian she looks
cute in her red shirt – Danny wears a red shirt in the actual movie; 2. The interior of
Jack‟s bathroom resembles the interior Torrance apartment‟s bathroom; 3. Jack
brushes his teeth just like Danny does in the first bathroom scene; 4. The calendar
picture of a soft porn model resembles the young woman in room 237‟s bathtub. Ager
finally tells that where relevant the documentary content –with more parallels- will be
incorporated into the remaining chapters of the analysis.

A Fiction Film, in a way..
The interesting thing about the „Crazy Kubrick‟ chapter is that Ager in the beginning
of his text writes that MAKING THE SHINING is in a way a fiction film itself. He
supports this idea by showing us some parallels between the documentary and the
movie. But, as careful as he is, he doesn‟t claim that MAKING THE SHINING is full
fiction film. Ager writes that one could have little way of knowing which details in
MAKING THE SHINING were choreographed and scripted as opposed to just natural
behavior on set. That‟s why he calls the documentary eventually semi-scripted and IN
A WAY a fiction film. He also writes that he thinks it‟s unlikely that Kubrick would
have told his cast that he was faking or acting his tantrums, just like they were acting
in a film. According to Ager it was very rare that Kubrick told anyone what he really
was really up to with anything. So, in saying this I think Ager 1. Thought it would be
wise to be very careful with drawing parallels between the documentary and the film,
because he was not sure what was scripted and what wasn‟t scripted; 2. He didn‟t
truly believe in the possibility that the documentary was in fact REALLY a fiction film.
Of course the „Crazy Kubrick‟ chapter was just a little section of a bigger analysis of
THE SHINING. That‟s why Ager didn‟t went deeper into the idea of the parallels
between the documentary and the film. In saying this, I think „Crazy Kubrick‟ was also
a way of just igniting the reader‟s interest in this little documentary. With leaving
many things open -in his tenth chapter-, Ager –on purpose or not- created the
possibility for the reader to be involved into the investigation of these relationship
between the documentary and the film. So, the following text is, as you will guess, a
further investigation on the possibility that MAKING THE SHINING is in fact a fiction
film itself.

First, I have to say that finding clues –in this case- depends a lot on serendipity. I
think without any foreknowledge, it would be (almost) impossible to even see the
possibility that this documentary is in fact a fictional film. Now, I‟ll spare you the story
of how serendipity played a role in making discoveries and connections while
watching the documentary. So I‟ll start directly with explaining in what context one
has to put this documentary.

A Film or a TV-show?
To imitate Rob Ager, we start with the first shot of the documentary. But besides the
first shot I‟ll take the end credits too. I‟ll do this, because I think it‟s wise to start with
analyzing the parts that are kind of „outside‟ the documentary. These outside-parts I
believe are one of the –if not the- clearest keys in order to understand in what light
this documentary has to be seen. So, to make a start I‟ll take the first shot and the
end-credits of the documentary in order to show what they communicate if seen in a
different way.
Let‟s first look at the very first shot of the
documentary. As Rob Ager pointed out: the numbers
4 and the 3 could be seen as a countdown on a
Universal Lead counter. He then writes that the
Universal Leader is inserted at the beginning of
video edits as an industry standard.
I actually don‟t think Ager captured the whole truth
when he says that the Universal Leader was
inserted at the beginning of video edits. As one
reads about the history of the Universal Leader one can see that it was designed to
satisfy the requirements of both television and cinema. So I would say this
countdown not only says that this is possibly a semi-scripted video edit, but it also
says that it could be a theatrical film.
Now, with this in mind I suppose that this documentary is both a television show and
a film. The only problem is what we have to see as TV and what as film. I think this is
also explained in the first shot of the documentary. The 4 and 3 –I think- refer to the
aspect ratio (4:3) of a television-screen (in that time.) If we now see these numbers
as a possible countdown of a TV-show and not as a Universal Leader, we wouldn‟t
expect a 2, 1 and a 0 when the camera pans to the right. As a Universal Leader
stops counting after 2, a crewmember of a TV-show counts down till 3 (“back in 5, 4,
3..”) and after this he goes silent with two (one and then pointing to the host) fingers
up. So I think with having observed this, Kubrick wants to make us aware that the
character of the documentary is the same as the character of the television (note the
word –not sure- „dots‟ (as a reference to the dots-screen of the television) spoken out
within the first two seconds in the first shot.)
Knowing this we still are not sure how to approach the content of the documentary.
We now know that the character or form equals that of the television, but what about
the so called content which is expressed through the forms?

Arranged and Performed
To answer this question we have to look at the (one of the)
end credits of the documentary. The third credit shows who
arranged and performed the orchestral piece „Valse Triste‟
by Jean Sibelius. Now, there are three words in this credit
that could explain how the content of this documentary has
to be seen. These words are: „arranged‟ (or Arrangement,)
„performed‟ and „Serendip.‟
According to The American Federation of Musicians
(because in this case we have to associate it with music,)
„arranging‟ has to be defined as the art of preparing and adapting an already written
composition for presentation and adapting an already written composition for
presentation in other than its original form.
If we now associated the word „arrangement‟ not with music but with film, we could
conclude that the content of this documentary is an already written composition. But
instead it is presented in a cinematic way (THE SHINING) it now is presented in
another form called television. In this light, the word „performed‟ -seen in above
credit- gets another meaning. As the documentary now can be seen as an already
written composition, the content of it isn‟t „natural behavior‟ but -in fact- a
performance. Notice also that the length of the documentary is exactly 35-minutes
which could refer to the professional 35mm film.

A Silly Fairy Tale
The last word I want to get into is –as said- the word „Serendip.‟ Of course this word
is part of the name of a company named SerendipLLC, but as one can see: Serendip
also refers to the word serendipity. But if we look a bit closer to this word we see that
Serendip isn‟t really an abbreviation of the word serendipity. In fact „Serendip‟ is the
Persian name for Sri Lanka. The main question now is: why is the word „serendipity‟
find his source in the word „Serendip‟ or Sri Lanka? The answer to this question is
that „serendipity‟ in fact comes from a silly fairy tale, titled „The Three Princes of
Serendip.‟ These princes, as they travelled, were always making discoveries, by
accidents and sagacity, of things which they were not in quest of. Knowing this, I
think Kubrick used the word Serendip as a pointer to the manner one has to
approach this documentary. So with showing this word in the end credit, Kubrick
actually says something like: watch it again and now don‟t sit back watch passively,
but sharpen your senses and please try to make some discoveries.
Of course this all could be coincidences or a typical case of over analysis. It could be,
but let us just try to make some sense of these finds and then see what happens.
When we take the above finds seriously, how does one now have to approach the
documentary? The first thing we can say about the documentary is that it is in one
way a TV-show and in another way a film. It is a TV-show because of its form and it
is a film because of its content. But at this point the line between form and content or
TV and film is difficult to see. If one wants to make this line more visible one first has
to dive deeper into the character of TV. In doing this, one has possibly a bigger
chance to separate form and content successfully.

McLuhan’s Book
To explore the character of television I‟ll use some passages out of Marshall
McLuhan‟s (the famous Canadian communication theorist) book Understanding
Media (1964.) I‟ll use this particular book, because I think that both McLuhan and
Kubrick approached media very carefully. In other words: these men just saw how
media worked. And by seeing it, they became highly aware of the impact of media on
human life. Now, saying that McLuhan and Kubrick had something in common isn‟t
just an assumption. When Kubrick -in a Playboy interview- was asked about the
metaphysical message of his latest film (2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY) he answered:
„to convolute McLuhan, in 2001 the message is the medium.‟ Also, Kubrick seems to
have invited McLuhan to a private screening of the film (see: Marshall McLuhan: wise
guy by Judith Fitzgerald.) I think Kubrick was intentionally associated himself with
McLuhan. Knowing Kubrick‟s careful use of film promotion, one can say that Kubrick
–while talking about McLuhan- wanted to let the audience know how to approach his
film. So let‟s give it a shot and try to see some reverberations between the work of
McLuhan and Kubrick. And as I want –in this case- to stay close to -the connection
between the- TV‟s character and the documentary, I‟ll mostly use the parts where
McLuhan writes about television.

Hot and Cold Media
In his „television chapter‟ McLuhan writes that television is a cold medium. Now what
does he mean by this? According to McLuhan a cold medium leaves much more for
the listener or user to do than a hot medium. He states that if the medium is of high
definition (hot) participation is low and if the medium is of low intensity (cold) the
participation is high. Interestingly McLuhan calls film a hot medium. He illustrates this
by contrasting the so called mosaic TV image (cold) with the full image of the film
(hot.) By the word „mosaic‟ McLuhan means the dots of the TV-screen which the
viewer unconsciously reconfigures into an abstract work of art. McLuhan believed
that the mosaic form of the TV image demands participation and involvement in
depth of the whole being. Film, as we have to believe McLuhan, leaves much less
room for the viewer to participate. In McLuhan‟s mind the movie viewer is more
disposed to be a passive consumer of actions.

Attacking Passivity and Detachment
Could the TV‟s potential to „involve people‟ be the reason for Kubrick to make a TVdocumentary (it‟s said to be originally created for the BBC television show Arena)
about THE SHINING? Could it be that Kubrick used the double nature of the number
eleven to give him the „right‟ to make a double film; one for the big screen and one for
the little? If we take this to be true, what value has the TV-documentary then?
Somewhere at the end of the „television chapter‟ McLuhan I think comes up with the
answer. He writes about the role of television in a society that‟s long accustomed to
the merely visual experience of the typographic and photographic varieties. It seems
–according to McLuhan- to be the synesthesia or tactual depth of TV experience that
dislocates such a society from its usual attitudes of passivity and detachment. Now, I
assume this was the main reason for Kubrick to make a TV documentary: to dislocate
the viewer from its usual attitude of passivity and detachment.
Of course, at this moment one can say that dislocating the viewer was also –one ofthe main purpose(s) of THE SHINING. So, why would Kubrick make a documentary

that had the same main purpose as the actual film? This is quite a difficult question to
answer, because one first has to understand the difference between the nature of
film and television. As McLuhan pointed out earlier, television is a cold medium. That
is to say that television leaves room for you to get involved and to participate into
something. Film, on the other hand, is a hot medium. This means, according to
McLuhan, that it leaves very little room for you to get involved and to participate.
That‟s why McLuhan says that someone who watches a film is no more than a
passive consumer of actions. So, if we get this straight, we could say that a TV
watcher is active and a movie watcher is passive. In my opinion McLuhan was totally
right in stating this.

Approaching the ‘Hot’ Film
But before there arise some misconceptions, I think it‟s important to understand what
is meant by the word „passive.‟ In this sense –watching a movie- passive doesn‟t
mean that the movie doesn‟t do things to you, that it leaves you indifferent. A film
does things to you, but –other than with television- these things don‟t require any
participation or even involvement. It doesn‟t require participation, because a movie –
in general- doesn‟t have a face that is speaking directly to you. Movies don‟t have
hosts or something like that. So participation is out of the question for any movie
viewer. And if a movie has the intention to participate the viewer, the movie isn‟t a
real movie anymore.
The second thing a movie doesn‟t require from the viewer is involvement. With this I
mean the kind of „involvement in the story.‟ But the main problem with film is that –
most of the time- it does involve the viewer into the story. And it is this involvement
that makes a viewer a passive consumer of actions in the most negative sense of the
word. I know it‟s kind of risky to say this, but I think this is the truth when we
rediscover the nature of film. The difficult thing with film is that it doesn‟t want you to
be a participant nor a passive consumer. It requires just the attitude within these two
phenomena. Lots of so called avant-garde directors dealt with this problem of trying
to get the audience in the right attitude. But a lot of them also failed in trying to
achieve this. Sometimes they were too radical in trying to
lessen the viewer‟s involvement. Other times they were
too soft and the audience would „fall back‟ into the story
again.
Kubrick of course was aware of this problem too. But
where most of his colleagues failed in trying to solve the
„involvement-problem‟ Kubrick was able to get the
viewer‟s attitude just between the areas of participation
and passive consuming. A clear example to show this is with a shot in the opening
scene of THE SHINING.
We first watch the shot as if we sit in the helicopter
(notice the famous helicopter-shade right below;
above picture.) During these first moments in this
shot we are detached viewers because we are aware
of the mechanics and technique behind the shot
itself. Then –when the first titles appear on the
screen- we are pushed into the straight-forward

narrative film or story that‟s being told. Finally –in the road‟s curve- the car follows the
road, but we as the audience fly straight through, leaving
the road again. As we leave the road, the sound suddenly
reverberates.
What Kubrick does here is to try to get the audience into
the right „attitude.‟ He first gives us –very subtle- the
experience that we indeed are watching a (mechanical)
film; we even hear a distorted sound of the helicopter
blades. Then this sound fades away and we are slowly
pushed into the film; we become involved in the story line. Finally we leave the story
–and its involvement (also notice the serendipity-theme here)- and enter the desired
mode to experience this film. Therefore the sound we hear when we leave the
road/storyline gives us a sense of extreme depth. When Kubrick eventually succeeds
in getting the viewer into the right attitude –it also depends on the viewer- he is able
to communicate on a profound personal level. This level leaves - as McLuhan said
indeed - no room for involvement or participation in opposition to TV. But with the
comment that film in this case leaves no room for involvement or participation
because it‟s too profound for these two things. That‟s something else than (probably
McLuhan‟s statement) that film is being unable to let the viewer be involved or
participated.

Utilizing the Cold TV
Once we believe this is the main difference between film and television, we can
investigate -more effectively- the reason for Kubrick to make a TV-documentary
besides his film. As you‟ve read earlier, TV has the ability to let the audience
participate in something. It‟s able to do this because it has the character to involve
the viewer. And if we get one more step further we also can see the main reason
behind the TV being able to involve the viewer. This main reason is the concept of
the TV show. Once this show has a host or a so called presenter that speaks directly
to you TV seems to be a medium that communicates from person to person.
With the above in mind, we can say that Kubrick made the documentary because he
wanted the audience to be participate in something. For this he needed them to be
involved and for getting them involved, he needed to speak face to face with the
audience itself. Hence: the TV-documentary was the ideal way for Kubrick to involve
and to let the viewer participate in something. What this something was we‟ll discuss
later on. The main thing now is that we understand how Kubrick uses the television
medium to communicate with the audience, that is: from person to person. But that‟s
not to say that Kubrick shows his natural behavior in the documentary. The only
reason he is visible, is because he wanted the viewer to be involved. Once involved
he wanted the viewer to participate in a certain process. That‟s why the title of the
documentary is MAKING THE SHINING. This title doesn‟t refer to a „behind the
scenes,‟ but it literally means that we -actively- have to participate in the making of
something. So when we hear Kubrick talking, he doesn‟t talk to the people around
him, he talks directly to you, as if he is the host of the show. And that‟s not only the
case when we hear Kubrick speaking. The other people we can see in the
documentary also communicate to you personally.

The Incomplete Image
But that‟s another thing to discuss later on. The main thing now is the question why
Kubrick wanted the audience to participate in a process and why he chose television
as the medium for showing this process. I think McLuhan offers here again the
answer. In the „television chapter‟ he writes how the American writer and poet Edgar
Allan Poe was able to involve his readers into the creative process by offering an
incomplete image or process. Now if we look at the amateurish filming style and the
raw image of the documentary, we could relate this to Poe‟s „incomplete image.‟ So
Kubrick possibly used this (seeming) „incompleteness‟ of the TV-medium to get the
viewer as highly involved as possible. And –as said- once the viewer is involved, it‟s
far more easy to let the viewer participate in the creative process that is MAKING
THE SHINING. If we shall see, Kubrick –in order to involve the viewer- didn‟t use the
raw image and shakiness only, he exploited the whole TV-medium in order to involve
the viewer maximally. For example, Kubrick –in the documentary- frequently mutters
and sometimes talks with incomplete sentences.

The TV Mosaic
Paradoxically the documentary at the same time is as complete as possible. This I
can illustrate the best with –again- one sentence out of McLuhan‟s book. He now
talks about The Jack Paar Show and how Jack discovered how to extend the TV
mosaic into the entire format of his show. This is exactly what Kubrick does in the
documentary. The thing that he wants to bring over to the audience is –like The Jack
Paar Show- extended into the entire idea of the documentary. Movements,
backgrounds, gestures, sounds, the relations between sound and gestures, in short:
everything serves the message that needs to be expressed, it‟s like using the TV
mosaic to the fullest. But the fact is that these „subtle extensions‟ don‟t carry any
meaning as long as one doesn‟t have the right attitude. Of course these –subtlehints are perceived and maybe even direct the audience towards the message being
communicated, but as long as one sees the documentary just as a „behind the
scenes‟, one isn‟t able to catch these hints consciously. But, again, these are matters
for the main chapter.

What Do We Know Now?
With this second lead up in mind, what do we know? How do we have to approach
these two products made by Kubrick in the late seventies? If we go back to the
starting point, that is the nature of the number eleven, we see that this double nature
supports the idea that we have to see THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING as
two parts of the same message (or two ciphers of the same number) being
expressed by Kubrick. Number 11 is also the starting point of both parts individually.
The idea or realization that the documentary -eventually- is a 1 to 1 conversation with
Stanley Kubrick is based on the number 11. The actual film has the construction of
the horizontally and vertically constructed maze that in its turn is based on the double
nature of the number 11. And then, when we take one step further into both the film
and the documentary, we see the same doubling theme popping up everywhere. So
one can say that the doubling nature of the number eleven is omnipresent in both
THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING and that it even is the cause for them to
exist as parts of a doubled whole.

In this light, the documentary isn‟t an observation of natural
behavior on a film set. As the documentary is a part of a
„doubled product‟ we‟d better take it as seriously as the actual
movie. In the documentary the doubling nature is as present
as in the actual movie, but maybe not as explicit. Just notice
for example how many times words and lines are doubled
when someone is talking. And like THE SHINING, MAKING
THE SHINING has foreshadowing too. Only now in the form
of background voices or Stanley‟s mother looking towards
Jack just before he is going to say something. But, we don‟t
notice this because, just like Jack Nicholson in the documentary, we first have the
kind of attitude like „I don‟t need the big coat, do I?‟ (or: „I don‟t need the actual film in
order to make sense of this documentary, do I?‟)

MAIN PART
INTERPRETATION SECTION
As said in the first part of the lead up, a Kubrick-film is a means to stimulate a certain
area in the spectrum of human experience. The particular area depends on the
nature of the number which eventually is the starting point of a Kubrick-film. Or: a
Kubrick-film gives the audience the experience of the nature of the number.
Therefore I think the main question about THE SHINING and MAKING THE
SHINING would be: how does the nature of the number eleven affect human
experience?

Number 11 as Human Experience
We know that the nature of number eleven is „doubling.‟ We
can deduce this from the number itself. 11 consists of two
exactly the same „ones.‟ On the other hand we have human
experience which varies extremely from person to person.
Any person has its own „frame of reference‟ so to speak. The
interesting thing here is that the number eleven and human
experience contrasts with each other at first sight. I say „at
first sight‟ because eventually the „frames of reference‟ are
more similar than they seem to be. For example: what could be more contrasting
than an old black man (Hallorann) and a white child (Danny)?
When these two people would have a conversation, we expect
that it will be really hard for them to understand each other.
But what we actually see in THE SHINING is that they –
despite their extremely contrasting appearances- understand
each other in a very easy and profound way. They even are
able to communicate with each other without any physical
means.
One can compare the relationship between Hallorann and
Danny with the relationship between the two „ones‟ in the
number eleven. If we take the scene where Hallorann
explains „the shining‟ to Danny we see them sitting in a
highly isolated environment. This is similar to the isolated

„ones‟ in the number eleven. We also have noticed that Danny and Hallorann
communicate in a very profound way. That is to say that they communicate without
any chance of misinterpretation; they understand each other immediately. And in
order to understand each other immediately, one has to know exactly what the other
means. In other words: both people have the same thing in mind. One –again- can
compare this with the two similar „ones‟ in the number eleven. The „doubled one‟
indicates that a message is exactly been copied. This so called copying of a
message is needed for Hallorann and Danny to understand each other immediately. I
think this is the answer to the above question. If human experience has the nature of
the number eleven, one is able to understand each other directly. This what I think is
the starting point of both THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING. Kubrick wanted
to create a film in which he was able to copy something inside the viewer‟s mind.
Only if he was able to copy, the audience would have an immediate understanding of
the thing he wanted to communicate. The following text is about how Kubrick was
able to create this copy.
Before we go into this, I first want to say that -as said in the first sentence of this
article- the main subject of this article is the documentary and its choreographing.
However, this is not to say that THE SHINING is excluded in the following text. As
we‟ve seen, both the film and the documentary are two parts of the same thing. So
everything in the documentary is also about the film; it kind of points to it. The
purpose now is to show how and why this documentary points to the actual film by
making copies.

The How of Kubrick’s Copy
Mental Fusions…
The first thing I would like to try to explain is how the documentary points to the film.
For this we first have to look at the way Kubrick communicates with both his films
(both films –in a way- communicate with the same things). As said earlier, Kubrick
wanted to copy certain things into the viewer‟s mind. That‟s how he wanted to
communicate with both THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING (from now on I‟ll
just call it ‘both films.’) As we also have seen this copying requires a very profound
way of communicating. So just like Danny and Hallorann, Kubrick had to
communicate with the audience in a way that excluded all possibilities of
misinterpretation. Or with other words: Kubrick had to keep specifying his messages
until they left no room for misinterpretations. To give a simple example of this
specifying of messages: if someone only speaks out a sentence, the chance of
misinterpretation is higher than if this someone would stress some parts of this
sentence by making a certain gesture with –for instance- his face. So by making a
gesture at the same time one speaks out a word, one can emphasize the thing that
one want to bring over. But when one stresses a certain word with a gesture, there is
not only the stressing that needs to be observed. One can also say that a word is
accompanied by a gesture. In the last case a word and a gesture together create a
new meaning in the viewer‟s mind. This so called mental fusion of two or more
different things is the way Kubrick wanted to communicate with both films. With this in
mind, one can say that the viewer of both these films doesn‟t have to make
connections in his mind but fusions. And of course to say „making fusions‟ isn‟t quite
right. Fusions happen, they don‟t require any active thinking whatsoever. In my

opinion this is the reason for McLuhan to state that film is a hot medium. It doesn‟t
leave room for participation, because participation requires (active or conscious)
thinking. Participation has anything to do with making connections. But as both films
require mental fusion first, making connections fails as a method in order to make
sense both films.

…or Instant Processing of Knowledge…
With this so called mental fusion, Kubrick had found a way to copy his things into the
viewer‟s mind. But that‟s not to say that the viewer instantly understand both films. So
on the one hand a copy has been made, but on the other hand this copy can‟t be
understood by the viewer. So one could say: what‟s the point of this copying then?
Basically it has two points: the first is that Kubrick was now able to copy his thoughts
into the viewer‟s mind, the second point is that Kubrick –with this copying technique
or mental fusion- had the possibility to force the viewer into a new attitude of film
watching. As making connections failed as a method to make sense of the films, one
had to find another way in trying to understand both films. So actually Kubrick created
a situation that forced the viewer to leave his old (interpretation) attitude and find a
new –more profound- way of experiencing. This comes –again- close to what
McLuhan -in his „automation chapter‟- said about the effect of electricity on
processes. According to McLuhan our new electric technology now extends the
instant processing of knowledge by interrelation that has long occurred within our
central nervous system.

…as A Means to Reconnect the Copy Image
Knowing this, it‟s logical that Kubrick used the TV as a sort of theme (TVdocumentary / presence of TV-screens / extreme close up of the TV Mosaic after
Jack says „Which room was it?’, etc) in both the films. As we‟ve read, television was a
medium that required the involvement of the whole being. This „involvement of the
whole being‟ is the same as „the instant processing of knowledge by interrelation‟ that
occurs in the central nervous system. So when a viewer watches these films, the
viewer‟s central nervous system instantly processes the film‟s information. It is then
up to the viewer to understand this instant processing or mental fusion. And in order
to understand, the viewer has to cut up the information again and then try to
reconnect them in the right way. Now for the viewer this could be very difficult
because it doesn‟t know where to start. But because Kubrick first imprinted a copy
into the viewer‟s mind, the viewer –in a certain way- knows which direction he has to
go. As the viewers is desperate enough, he will find the right attitude and eventually
will reconnect all the information. This said, one has to see the copy as a kind of
forcing tool for the viewer to get on the right track. This is also the way how the
documentary points to the actual film. It first tries to copy some elements of the actual
film into your mind and then it‟s up to you to make the connections that eventually will
lead to this copy.

Mental Sculptures
As we now go back shortly to the creation of these copies, we saw that they arise by
so called mental fusions. These mental fusions occur when two or more information
particles are mentally merged. The interesting thing is that the more information is
merged, the more sharp-cut the message becomes. So with other words: the more
sharp-cut the message, the more close one will come to make an exact copy of the

thing he wants to communicate. The same thing with
THE SHINING and MAKING THE SHINING.
Everything one hears and sees in both films are there
to be merged in your mind. In this light both films don‟t
have to be seen as linear stories but as mental
sculptures. These sculptures –which are the cause of
the number shaped experience- direct the viewer‟s
experience while he or she is watching the movie. Just
like Wendy and Danny walking through the maze.

The Why of Kubrick’s Copy

THE SHINING isn’t a Movie
As we‟ve just read, the documentary points to the actual film by copying elements of
it. This is the answer the question how the documentary points to the actual film. But
of course we still don‟t why the documentary points to the film. Why wanted Kubrick
the audience to participate? Let‟s just focus on the title of the documentary -MAKING
THE SHINING- we can see Kubrick wants us to participate in a certain process that
has something to do with „making the shining.‟ As said earlier on in this article, this
documentary is not to be seen as a „behind the
scenes,‟ but as a 35-minute fiction film. So I would
suggest that THE SHINING in MAKING THE
SHINING means the same as THE SHINING in THE
SHINING. In this light the last two words of the
documentary‟s title don‟t point to the actual film. Of
course the logical question now is: what does THE
SHINING mean when it‟s not referring to the actual
movie? The thing that happens when we realize that
THE SHINING doesn‟t refer to the movie, is that we
lose our reference. I think that was one of the main purposes of the title of the
documentary. Kubrick –with the documentary‟s ambiguous title- tried to disconnect
the title from the movie. That‟s why Kubrick didn‟t name the documentary THE
MAKING OF THE SHINING, because this only would strengthen the connection
between the title and the film. MAKING THE SHINING is a so called active sentence
that asks the viewer to participate in the process of reconsidering the meaning of the
title of the actual film.

Hallorann explains THE SHINING
So what does THE SHINING mean then? To answer
this question, I think we have to return to the
conversation between Danny and Hallorann. During
their isolated talk Hallorann explains to Danny what
„shining‟ means. According to Hallorann only people
who „shine‟ are able to hold conversations entirely
without ever opening their mouths. That‟s the film‟s
verbal definition of „shining‟. Further on in the movie we
see that Hallorann and Danny even are able to
communicate without seeing each other. This last case of communication is the
movie‟s visual –and real- definition of „shining.‟ But as we know the title of the film

isn‟t SHINING but THE SHINING. The adding of the word THE I think is crucial in
order to understand how we have to approach the message being communicated
with both films. SHINING is a verb, THE SHINING is a noun. Therefore, when we say
THE SHINING we don‟t mean the non-physical communication itself, but the
message that is being expressed through this non-physical communication. What we
have to do now is trying to find a cinematic equivalent of non-physicality. This is not
that difficult as it seems. As we consider the images as physical, the place between
the images or within the cuts are non-physical. Now, we probably wouldn‟t find
anything when we are going to study the cuts between the shots of both films. But of
course there are more possibilities to show that we are actually outside the film itself.

Inside the Walls, Outside the Film
To give one example: if we observe the maze –that is in a way
the film itself, as written before- we see corridors and hedges. If
we now consider the corridors as the film and the hedges as the
film‟s structure we realize that the hedges actually are placed
outside the film. The same thing with the walls of the hotel. The
walls are outside the film, the corridors and rooms inside. To
illustrate this: when Jack Torrance walks for the last time from the corridor into The
Gold Room we don‟t see him walking through the door. This is because at the
moment Jack Torrance walks through the door, we as the
audience are inside the walls of the hotel. Let‟s quickly compare
this with the previous –or second- time Jack walks from the
corridor into The Gold Room. We now do see him walking
through the door. And at the moment Jack walks into The Gold
Room, we see that the movie cuts to the inside of The Gold
Room. The interesting thing now is that in the first instance we see no cut, and in the
second we do. But, as said, the walls have to be taken as outside of the film. So the
moment when we –as audience- are placed inside the walls, we
are actually outside of the film. Or to say it differently: when we
are in the hotel wall, we are placed between two shots. We so to
speak „experience a cut.‟ This is I think a perfect example how
the structure of the hotel matches with the structure of the film.

A Cinematic Equivalent of the Non-Physical
As we now see the
total black frame (or
non-exposed frame)
as the non-physical
and the „exposed‟
frame as the physical, we can explore the film in a total different way. For instance:
let‟s look at the title THE SHINING again. Could this title –with the knowledge we
have now- be a reference to the physical and non-physical? Shining now could
mean: the non-physical shining through the physical. But how do we find a cinematic
equivalent of the non-physical „shining through‟ the physical?
I think the answer lies in the relationship between the black frame and the exposed
frame. The only way the black or non-exposed frame could „shine through‟ the

exposed frame is to make a so called „fade out.‟ The only fade out in THE SHINING –
besides the WB-logo fade out, placed outside the actual film- is seen at the very end
of the film. In fact, the end of the film is a fade out. So in these last moments of the
film, we see the non-physical „shining through‟ the physical. The question is now:
what does this fade out say about the text -„Overlook Hotel July 4 th Ball 1921‟placed in the (physical) frame? Can we say this text is the film‟s main message?

The Ending Picture’s Reference
For this we first have to zoom out the picture a little more.
We now see Jack standing in the crowd. The interesting
thing is that he holds a message in his –from our
perspective- left hand. We can also see he holds four
fingers up. If we now return the picture‟s text, we can –
possibly- make a crucial connection with the message that
Jack is holding is his hand. The shape of Jack‟s white shirt
(right above the picture‟s text) matches with the message‟s
shape in Jack‟s hand. We also see that the shape made by
Jack‟s shirt is a pointer to the text.
So actually the message Jack is holding sin his hands
points to the text at the end of the film. If we finally look in
which exact direction Jack‟s shirt point, we see that it
eventually directs us to the middle of the year 1921. The
year 1921 consist of four ciphers. This is –possibly- the reason why Jack holds four
fingers up. And if we look at the placing of the message, we see that it‟s placed in the
middle of the four fingers. This relates to the middle of the year 1921. The question
now is: why does Kubrick wants us to look to the middle of the year 1921? It looks
like Kubrick wants the us to dissect this year into 19 and
21. We now see two numbers: 19 and 21. Now the
question could arise: is 1921 really –only- a year, or
could it relate to something else? With other words:
could it also be another kind of time code? For instance:
is it possible that 1921 refers to 19 minutes and 21
seconds in the actual film? If we take the latter to be
true, the number 1921 directs us to 19 minutes and 21
seconds in THE SHINING.

The ‘1921’ Cross Dissolve
If one starts counting the seconds after the WB-logo
(including fade out and black frames) what do we see
19 minutes and 21 seconds? We see (the start of) a
cross dissolve. Is this why Kubrick wanted us to look
at the middle of the number or time code „1921‟? Is
the pointing at the middle of the number an indication
that we have to look carefully at this cross dissolve?
Or to say it more drastically: does the film‟s title THE
SHINING refer to the middle of this cross dissolve? I
say this because what basically happens with a cross

dissolve is that the film actually shines through itself. So is this cross dissolve –along
with the final fade out- not the most basic cinematic equivalent of the title THE
SHINING? I think it is. I think this is the most direct cinematic reference to the title
THE SHINING.

Reconsidering the Title
If we now go back to the documentary and its title –MAKING THE SHINING- what
can we say then? What can we say about the meaning of last two words -THE
SHINING-? We already know that these two words in the documentary‟s title cannot
refer to the so called fiction film that we know as THE SHINING. But could they in fact
refer to the phenomenon of film shining through itself? As we‟ve seen this
phenomenon is the ultimate cinematic way of expressing the title THE SHINING. So
can we say that the two last words of MAKING THE SHINING don‟t refer to the fiction
film but to the phenomenon of film shining through itself? Or in other words: is the
documentary not a making of a fiction film, but a making of a cross dissolve inside the
fiction film? I‟d almost say it has to be. In a way, the documentary is one single act of
showing how a cross dissolve was made. I know this idea may sound bonkers right
now, but I can assure you: eventually it does make sense.
If we take this idea seriously, we of course can ask
some critical questions. For instance: to which cross
dissolve does the documentary point? But also: why
does the documentary point to this cross dissolve
anyway?

THE SHINING as a Cross Dissolve
To answer the first question we have to return
shortly to the film‟s „final fade out.‟ As we‟ve seen
the text in this last shot referred to the cross
dissolve at 19 minutes and 21 seconds into the film.
So what actually happens here is the following: one
sees a text that points to a certain cross dissolve
into the film, then the text fades away. With this
fading away the text shines through the film, so in
other words: the text -or the reference to the cross
dissolve at 19m21s- becomes the film itself. While
fading out, the text is no more placed in or on the
film, the text now is the film. So: the final reference
to the cross dissolve placed at 19m21s is the film or
THE SHINING itself. But because the text still is a reference to a particular cross
dissolve, we can conclude that eventually it is the cross dissolve at 19m21s that
expresses THE SHINING. Hence: -in the most literal and cinematic way:- THE
SHINING = the cross dissolve placed at 19 minutes and 21 seconds into THE
SHINING. That‟s I think is the answer to the first question.

The ‘1921’ Cross Dissolve: Another Reference?
And, in a way, this is also the answer to the second question. But I say „in a way‟
because the answer‟s definitiveness depends on how one approaches the cross
dissolve. As one sees it an expression of THE SHINING one can indeed say that the
documentary points to the cross dissolve because the cross dissolve eventually is
THE SHINING. But as one still approaches the cross dissolve as a reference to
something outside THE SHINING, one can still ask the question why the
documentary points to this cross dissolve. The following text is about the possibility
that the cross dissolve indeed is also a reference to something outside the film. And
as the documentary is about the making of this cross dissolve, I suggest the only way
to find out –if the cross dissolve is also a reference- is to explore the documentary.

Returning to the ‘Documentary’
With the above suggestion, we now have the opportunity to focus on the
documentary only. The purpose of course is to find out if the cross dissolve is also a
reference or not. But in order to find this out we first have to see how the
documentary kind of „works.‟ I‟ll try to explain this by describing some parts of the first
two „interior scenes‟ of the documentary. After this, the way is free to explore the
documentary‟s actual message.
We already know that both the MAKING THE SHINING and THE SHINING are two
parts of the same thing. They only differ from each other because of the medium
through which they are presented: one through cinema, one through television. We
also know that the documentary is in fact a fiction film in itself, or an „adaptation of an
already written composition.‟ I‟ve tried to „prove‟ this with the documentary‟s first shot
and –one- end credit. But of course there are more examples that show us how the
documentary really works. As an example I‟ll use –as said- the two first „interior
scenes‟ of the documentary.

The ‘doc’ as a Fiction Film: ‘..Rice and Noodles’
We start with Jack Nicholson while he is talking through the telephone. But if we look
to the telephone wires beneath: are they plugged in or not? And why do we only see
one wire and not two (because there are two
telephones?) This –possibility of the- unplugged
telephone indicates that Jack Nicholson is acting
here; there‟s nobody on the other side of the line.
The idea that Jack Nicholson is acting, is emphasized
by his behavior when the title JACK NICHOLSON
pops up. When the title is presented, Jack looks into
the
camera
and
smiles.
Then
he
makes a „go away‟ gesture and shortly after this the
title disappears. Here Nicholson „explains‟ to the
audience he‟s actually acting. That‟s why he „laughs
at‟ the title JACK NICHOLSON and then makes a „go
away‟ gesture, like he‟s saying: don‟t take that title too
seriously.

Another example in this scene that shows the documentary is scripted, is the first
conversation between Jack and Vivian. Jack asks Vivian: „Why do you have to know
about my rice and noodles?‟ Vivian then answers/asks: „I don’t know what you gonna
say.‟ Then Jacks says: „Rice and noodles.‟ So actually Jack says here that Vivian
knew that he was going to say „Rice and Noodles.‟

‘You’re Looking Fine..’
In the second scene we see an example of how we have to see the relationship
between the documentary and the film. This scene starts with Jack Nicholson saying
„God, why don’t you get some shots when I’m great looking and everything.‟ At the
moment Jack says „great looking‟ the documentary‟s title MAKING THE SHINING
appears on screen. This already could be an indication that the documentary itself is
as great (looking) as the actual (great looking) film. That‟s why Vivian Kubrick says to
Jack: „You’re looking fine.‟ Vivian is sort of supported by a „background figure‟ that
says: „You’d better take first count on this film, Jack.‟ These lines all indicate that this
documentary has to be taken as seriously as the actual film. But –as said earlierJack doesn‟t really hear them and asks: „We’re indoors, I don’t need the big coat, do
I?‟
Like we already know: this actually means that Jack is asking if he‟ll need the actual
film in order to make some sense of this documentary. Also notice the direction Jack
is pointing to with his thumb. After the background figure answers Jack‟s question
(inaudible to me), Jack says: „Good job. Good show.‟ This is also another way of
explaining he is actually „in character.‟
When Jack eventually reaches the film set, he
says to the background figure: „I don’t think you
told me the truth, it’s quite chilly in here.‟ Then
Jack turns around and walks right into the
movie(set). This moment is highlighted by the
light artifacts hitting the camera lens. Because
these artifacts indicate the film‟s „presence‟ it
seems that Jack –at this moment- walks right
through the film. In other words: at this moment
Jack not only walks onto the film set, he also
walks into a film. This is another message to
the audience that they need to see this
documentary as a fiction film and not as an observation of natural human behavior.

‘Let Me Explain This to You..’
So this is how the documentary works. It appears to be a normal behind the scenes
documentary, but in fact it is a fiction film, just as THE SHINING. And as we –as the
audience- finally see that this documentary is fully
scripted and choreographed we are in the position
Kubrick wants us to be. We now are able to explore
what the documentary tries to explain to us. It‟s a bit
like the end of the second interior scene: Jack
approaches Kubrick in quite a jokey way. He thinks
it‟s all „beautiful‟ (that we have the opportunity to

have a look behind the scenes of THE SHINING). But Kubrick reacts in a cool way
(note Kubrick‟s blue jacket and Jack‟s red coat). Kubrick reacts in this way because
he knows Jack has not the right attitude to make sense of this documentary. That‟s
why Kubrick says to Jack „let me explain this to you, Jack.‟
Now of course Kubrick first tries to
explain
to
Jack
(and
simultaneously to the audience)
that he (they) is (are) in fact acting
out (watching) a scripted film. Jack
eventually realizes he‟s in a movie
(see scene 6 of the observation
section). But that‟s not the only
message Kubrick wants to bring
over. The realization that we‟re
watching a fiction film is only a way of getting us in the right position, or –as said
earlier- to give us the opportunity to find out what‟s been explained in this little fiction
film.
In the following text I‟m not going to explain first how both the cross dissolve and the
final fade out were implemented into the documentary. I‟ll just take a scene from the
documentary and from there on I‟ll explain how the scene tries to copy both (the
above) images into the viewer‟s mind.

‘Finished With The Assignment..’
As we take the first scene –and with „first scene‟ I mean
the first scene of the observation section further on, not
the first scene of the documentary itself- we see Jack in
his room. First we see him sitting in a chair, then he
walks through the room. As Vivian says „They’re trying to
finish it, Jack‟, Jack replies „finished with the assignment.
Beautiful; Excellent work.‟ Then the camera goes down
so that we can see how Jack is doing something with his
belt. At this moment Jack says „great work.‟ After this the
camera goes up again and we see Jack looking to the
left in a way like he is not quite getting something.
The above sequence I think is the first reference to both
the „copy images.‟ And I‟ll try to explain why. When Jack
says „finished with the assignment‟ „Jack‟ is referring to
the „assignment‟ seen in the last shot of THE SHINING.
That‟s why he says „finished,‟ because THE SHINING
eventually finishes literally with an assignment. With this
so called „reference-line‟, Kubrick wants us to pay
attention now. Then we see the camera moving
downwards. This is a copy of the movement seen in the
last shot of THE SHINING. Here too the camera goes
downwards; from Jack‟s face towards the final three
lines.

The interesting thing is that these „three lines‟ are placed on Jack‟s waist. As we now
return to the documentary we see that the camera is
positioned at the same place: Jack‟s waist. But with the
difference that we now don‟t see the three lines, but
Jack‟s hands with a belt. This is a crucial thing to notice
because now Kubrick wants us to make the connection
between the three lines and the Jack‟s hands. Notice
that when Jack says „great work‟ the pointing finger and
his thumb of his right hand (from our perspective) move
towards each other and them move together into Jack‟s
left hand.
If one now connects the hand movements with the three
lines, one can see that Jack‟s right hand virtually pushes
the first and the third line against each other. When both
lines are pushed together Jack‟s right hand tries to put
these two lines into Jack‟s left hand. So what we‟re
seeing here is actually a first example of how the film‟s
final assignment has to be read. When we push the first
and the last sentence against each other, we can read
„Overlook Hotel 1921‟. The line „4 th July Ball‟ in this
case seems insignificant.
But, as I‟ve said, this is just a first example of how the
final assignment has to be read. After we‟ve seen jack‟s
hands, the camera moves upwards and shows us Jack‟s
face again. Now, Jack looks to the left and as said earlier
he looks like he doesn‟t quite get it. The meaning of this
„looking to the left‟ (and later also to the right) has
anything to do with the second „copy image‟ or the 1921 cross dissolve. But, I‟ll go
into this later on.

Hitting the Towel Four Times
Later on in this same scene we see Jack Nicholson
brushing his teeth. While he‟s brushing his teeth, he says
he‟s doing this because of the consideration for his coworkers.
Later on in this scene Jack says: „They’ll (co-workers) be
so grateful. They’ll say. Look at that Jack. [unintelligible
for me (utm)]… come down. You know it’s midnight […]
and Lord knows what he’s been doing. He’s down here
and he has a fresh and sparkling breath. You see?‟ After this Jack dries his hands
with the towel and when he‟s done he hits the towel four times. Right after he hits the
towel four times he grabs his belt. This is just another example of how we have to
read THE SHINING‟s final assignment. First Jack again –sort of- describes THE
SHINING‟s ending picture. He talks for instance about his co-workers, just like in the
picture; it‟s midnight, just as in the picture; „he’s down here,‟ just like Jack is on
bottom of the picture, etc. Finally Jack asks Vivian: „You see?‟ But actually he‟s
asking you if you really „get what he says.‟

Then Jack moves to the towel and eventually hits it four
times. Now, why does he hit the towel four times? As we
watch a little more of the scene we see Jack is grabbing
his belt again. This is another sign that we as the
audience have to connect this scene with the ending
picture. If we now look at the ending picture we see that
the middle (or second) line
is the only line that contains
a –real- 4. This is why Jack
hits the towel four times. Because „he‟ actually wants us
„to get rid of‟ the second line (that contains a 4.) Again,
we see that Kubrick tries to show the audience how to
read the final assignment in the ending picture. I‟ll
elaborate on this later.

‘That’s The Interjection, Right?’
The next scene –scene 4- not only tries to „copy‟ the ending picture but it also tries to
direct our attention towards the „1921 cross dissolve.‟ We start with Jack who is
marking his lines in a particular way. When he‟s doing this, he says: „This is the way
[utm] marks his lines. I…I’ve copied it ever since. […]‟ After this we cut to Shelley
Duvall who is rehearsing a scene. The first thing she says is: „That’s the interjection,
right?‟ Then we move towards Jack again who is rehearsing too. Finally the camera
moves around the table towards Kubrick who is typing.
The crucial thing here is that Kubrick wants to copy a
figure into our minds. This figure is made by Jack
Nicholson and it seems quite like a „V.‟ Now, when
Jack says: „I…I’ve copied it ever since‟ he says „I‟ two
times. This is a trick by Kubrick to show the audience
that Jack isn‟t talking but Kubrick himself is talking.
So actually Kubrick is saying that he copied this
particular markings ever since. But what do these
markings insinuate?
The answer eventually comes from Shelley Duvall. As
we cut from Nicholson to Duvall, we can see that
Nicholson‟s eyes match with Duvall‟s eyes. Then
Duvall says: „That’s the interjection, right?‟ So the
marks that Jack has made are in fact interjections.
Also note that Duvall –at the end of the line- says
„right.‟ This is not „right‟ like „good‟, but „right‟ like the
„opposite of left.‟ As we now return to the cross
dissolve we can see
indeed that the mountains –because of the cross
dissolve- are making an interjection at the right (red
circle.) Let‟s keep that in our minds and go on with the
scene now.
After we‟ve watched Shelley rehearsing, the camera
moves towards Nicholson and the continuity lady called

„June‟ (I don‟t know if I‟m spelling this name correctly, because IMDB doesn‟t credit
her. I got her name by listening to Vivian Kubrick‟s additional commentary track;
which is also very interesting to listen to.) Now this June makes some interesting
gestures with her hands. But these gestures are only interesting when one relates
them with the three background figures. If you watch the three back ground figures
(bgf) you can see they‟re entering in a certain order. At the moment June says „Jack,
I’m sorry. There’s something wrong with you and I have to lock you in,‟ the first and
the last bgf turn around and walk back into the door; the second bgf walks straight
through. If one now relates this movements with June‟s gestures one can see that
June is virtually pushing back the two bgf with her hand.
This is a perfect example of how Kubrick (like
The Jack Paar Show) extends his message
into the whole screen: we have to look to the
foreground, the background and listen to
what‟s been said at the same time in order to
make sense of the scene. It‟s almost
impossible to analyze this because so many
things at the same time have to be
connected. As we now see the three bgf as
the three lines on the ending picture, we see
that –again- the one has to keep the first and
the last lines; the second sentence one just
can „let go.‟ This is why June says „I’m sorry. I
have to lock you in […].‟ She actually talks about the two lines here.
In the last part of the scene the camera moves towards Kubrick. We can see and
hear him sliding the typewriter from the right to the left. This also has to be seen in
relation with the background. At the moment Kubrick slides the typewriter, one can
see Duvall at the background –right above. If one now connects the „slide-direction‟
with the placement of Shelley Duvall on the
background one can make an interesting
connection. Kubrick actually tells the
audience that one has to slide the
interjection (remind Duvall saying „This is
the interjection, right‟) from the right to the
left. This „turning over‟ has to be taken
seriously, because Kubrick uses the phrase
„turn over‟ several times throughout the
documentary. „Turn over‟ even can be heard
in the actual film when Jack bashes in the
door with his axe (see also scene 3 of the
observation section.)

The Assignment and The Interjection
So what do we know at this moment? The first thing we know is that we have to
connect the first and the last line of the film‟s final assignment. We also know that we
have to pay attention to the so called interjection and that we have to turn over this
interjection (from the right to the left.) There are plenty more examples of this

throughout the documentary. But as I don‟t quite „get‟ all the scenes, I‟ll give only four
more examples of how the documentary shows the audience how to read both the
copy images. The first tree examples will be about „how to read the final assignment.‟
The other example will be about „how to read the 1921 cross dissolve.‟

‘Get That..’
In scene 16 when the camera „moves through‟ the
dancing couples, we see a lady who‟s putting her
index finger against her ring finger, the middle
finger is beneath them. As we see this, we can
hear another woman say: „Get that.‟ Or in other
words: just get these two lines.

‘Don’t Sympathize With Shelley’
In scene 11 -at 19 minutes and 21 seconds-, we first see
Kubrick pulling his belt, then he claps his hands four
times and after this he makes a „throw that away‟
gesture. He then says „Don’t sympathize with Shelley‟
and leans against a doorframe. At this moment the
mirror on the background is moving from the right to the
left.
When we again connect this scene with the two copy
images, we see that Kubrick –just like Jack in the first
scene- claps his hands four times only to make a
reference to the middle line of the final assignment.
Therefore he makes the throw away gesture: because
he wants to show the audience that you don‟t need this
line. After this –when he leans against the door- we see
the mirror moving from the left to
the right. This again is an
indication that we have to „turn
over‟ the cross dissolve (note the
19 minutes and 21 seconds as
the starting point of this „scene‟.)
The reason for Kubrick to say
„Don’t sympathize with Shelley‟
I‟ll explain later on.

‘Read That Jack..’
A third -very intense and complex- example to show that we have to get rid of the
middle line, we can see in scene 14/15. To start: Note the TV-screen in the
background; it‟s a reminder that we have to „take‟ this scene as a TV mosaic. And it‟s
not only in this scene that we see a TV in the background. TV‟s, video screens and
even real mosaics (The Gold Room conversation –scene 7) are placed throughout
the whole documentary.

We start with Kubrick pulling his belt and then
saying „Well, many part of that were good. There
were quite a few […]ck ups (note the bleep right
after the –most likely- word „fuck‟), but many
parts of it were very [utm]. Let’s look at it..’ When
Kubrick says „quite a few ‘fuck ups‟ he takes his
hand out of his jacket. His hand show four
fingers. Then his hands go back into his jacket
again. These four fingers –again- refer to the
middle line. And because he says –probably„fuck ups‟ when he shows his four fingers,
Kubrick shows the audience that this middle line is sort of wrong. After this Kubrick
says „Let’s look at it.‟ With „it‟ he actually means the final assignment. This is
emphasized by the three bounces (referring to the final assignment) on can hear in
the background.
Then the camera moves to Jack Nicholson who says something unintelligible (to me.)
In the background –when we move towards Nicholson- we hear a guy saying
(something like) „Don’t want to play it back, please. Go and pick it up, boys.‟ This is
just another way of telling the audience that they have to sharpen their senses. Now
we skip a bit and see Kubrick from the back. Some fractions before this we can hear
a guy saying „Read that Jack.‟
After this the camera moves to Jack who says
something –again unintelligible to me- and then
looks down towards its waist. Then we move to
Kubrick again who says „Come and look at this
thing.‟ He then looks into the viewfinder which is
–probably- pointed at the Jack‟s waist. Kubrick
now is looking at the final assignment on Jack‟s
waist. That‟s why the guy said „read that Jack‟
earlier on.
Then Kubrick says „The only part clearly (visually)
wrong was at the end (final assignment) […] when you
sad we got to get him out of here […] When Kubrick
says „we got to get them out of here‟ we see that a
black „plate‟ is covering half is face. This is a reminder
to the final –assignment- fade out which is a reference
to the 1921 cross dissolve and probably something
outside the film („get them out of here.‟)

A Last Desperate Begging
After this Kubrick continues with saying ‘…as
you got strong at the end and I think it has to
be a last desperate begging. You know.‟
Now, with the word „you‟ Kubrick of course

means Jack, but not the Jack that‟s right in front of him, but the Jack from the ending
picture. That‟s why Kubrick says „Jack‟ „got strong at the end,‟ because Kubrick is
saying something important here (with the final assignment.) And as Kubrick says the
line „It has to be a last desperate begging. You know‟ (note the cough –that‟s a clue
for Kubrick speaking ambiguously) he creates an interjection at the left corner below.
Kubrick now connects both copy images (the interjection with his shoulder and the
final assignment with the direction in which he stares.) The importance of this
moment is emphasized silence and Kubrick‟s „desperate‟ staring to Jack.

‘You Shouldn’t Jump on Every Single Emphatic Line’
After this he suddenly stops staring –note the
disappearance of the interjection- and says ‘…and I
still think you shouldn’t jump on every single
emphatic line. It looks fake. It really does. It looks
like you, uhh..‟ Then Shelley says (something like)
„when I’m dead nervous […]’ -then Kubrick
continues with saying „Shelley, I’m telling you: it’s
too many times. Every time he speaks emphatically
you’re jumping, it looks phony.‟ With this last
conversation Kubrick again wants us the audience
(note Kubrick‟s half his head is outside the frame
(fig. ) to know how to read the final assignment. That‟s why Kubrick says „you
shouldn’t jump on every emphatic line‟ to Shelley. Kubrick actually says here that
Shelley must not read every line on the final assignment. That‟s why he says
„emphatic line,‟ not because Jack literally is speaking emphatically here, but because
the lines –in this case- are visually „boldly outlined‟ (another explanation of the word
emphatic.) The last three words of this scene „it looks phony‟ also refer to the final
assignment. If one actually reads all the four emphatic lines, the message looks falls.
Again, one has to get rid of the middle line to make some sense of the final
assignment.

The All in Duvall
Now, the last thing I want to say about this
scene is the reason why Kubrick talks to
Shelley here. Shelley namely has to be
associated with the audience.
If we return to the „rehearsal scene‟ we see
that at some moment Shelley covers some part
of her own name. One now can read „ALL‟ (the
bgf says „Wendy‟ at this moment we see „ALL‟)
which is another
word
for
everybody,
or
audience. So, when one returns to Kubrick‟s phrase
„Don’t sympathize with Shelley‟ he actually says don‟t
sympathize with the (general) audience‟s attitude.

Getting the Right…Attitude
As we now see Shelley as the audience the
next scene –scene 15- will make a lot more
sense. At one moment Kubrick says to her
„Honestly I don’t think the lines are gonna
make enough lot of difference if you’ve got the
right…attitude.‟ When Kubrick says „attitude‟ he
is looking both to Shelley and to the interjection
at the left. This is what Kubrick wants bring
over: we -the audience- have to connect the
final assignment with the „1921 interjection.‟
And to emphasize he is really speaking to you
and not to Shelley (only) Kubrick looks both to
Shelley and into the camera when he says „we‟ in the sentence „can we have a quick
chat about it […]‟

Playing with The Cross Dissolve: ‘..Reduce the Snow’
The last example is again a very complex „mosaic‟
scene that‟s placed towards the end of the
documentary. Kubrick now only shows us how we
have to read the „1921‟ cross dissolve. In the first
shot Kubrick shows us that we have to look at
something in the distance. This is the first clue that
we now are going to watch the making of the cross
dissolve. We skip the second shot and we see
Kubrick with three background figures.
The first thing Kubrick says is „Tell him/them to
reduce the snow.‟ While he‟s saying this Kubrick
looks upwards and puts his glove right at the position
of the left interjection. Then his glove goes down. At
the end of the above sentence a background figure
first holds a hand before his eyes and then turns his
hand quickly in order to make a „looking in the
distance gesture.‟ In three seconds time Kubrick has
already given us a lot of information in terms of
reading the cross dissolve. The reason Kubrick looks up is because he wants to bring
over that we have to look at the snowy mountain top that‟s shown in the cross
dissolve. That‟s why Kubrick says „reduce the snow‟; he wants us to reduce the snow
of the mountain‟s top in the distance. That‟s the first thing he wants us to do. And as
we do this, we have a much clearer idea of what Kubrick wants to copy into our
minds. This is why the background figure makes this particular gesture with his
hands.

‘Stand Over Here!’
After this the camera pans to the left in order to see
Alan (note the AL in this name; I guess the name has
to be spelled with one „l‟.) One now can hear a guy

saying „Alan, stand over here’ two times. The first time he says „stand over here‟ one
guy at the right (with walkie-talkie (walk and talk put
together) and jacket/coat-combination) has his head
just at the position of the right interjection.
The second time the guy speaks out this sentence,
we see that another guy (blue coat) has his head at
the position of the left interjection. Kubrick virtually
tells the audience here that they have turn over the
interjection, from the right to the left. The walkietalkie even points to Alan now which indicates that
Alan eventually has to stand on the left.

‘Stand-By, Boys..’
Now we skip to the guy with the walkie-talkie who says „stand-by boys…‟ When he
says this the collar of his jacket/coat „points‟ to a guy at the background who is
looking to the left (interjection.) Then he continues with ‘…okay, Malcolm? Alright, roll
video.‟

‘..Roll Video, Reduce Speed, Turn Over..’
When he says „roll video‟ he‟s seems to look at a
cable at the background. This is a clue for the
audience that one has to pay attention to the
background and that one has to connect this
background with the 1921 cross dissolve. Then we
hear „reduce speed‟ two times. This means that
Kubrick wants us to reduce the speed of the cross
dissolve. That‟s why the guy with the walkie-talkie
says „reduce speed, Stanley.‟
Then Kubrick says „turn over.‟ When he says this
the guy with the walkie-talkie literally turns over from
the right to the left. This is another example of
Kubrick telling us that we have to turn over the cross
dissolve image so that the interjection eventually is
placed at the left. Also note that when the walkietalkie guys says „clear back boys‟ his collar points to
the interjection. This is of course a clue that we
have to look at the background (interjection)
carefully.
Then when he says „Okay, turning does…‟ the camera
pans from the left to the right so that the interjection in the
background moves from the right to the left. Also notice
John Alcott (blue coat) who is looking through a device
towards the interjection. Because of the camera
movement Alcott moves from right to the left. The walkietalkie guy eventually moves in front of Alcott. With this
latter thing Kubrick wants to show the audience that we
have to pay attention to Alcott when he‟s visible again.

Alcott Playing The Audience
Now we skip to Kubrick who says „keep…keep
the video rolling.‟ He says „keep‟ twice because
he doesn‟t mean the „video‟ right there, but the
video that‟s in your tape recorder, or if you want:
your dvd, or other digital video media. Again
Kubrick looks upwards to emphasize that we
have to watch the cross dissolve now. Then we
hear someone saying „reduce speed‟ (note that
Kubrick is moving his mouth when these line is
spoken out) and Kubrick hereafter says „Reduce
the smoke a little, Alan.‟ When he says this
Kubrick is looking towards Alcott who‟s walking into the background. Also Kubrick
points his left glove towards Alcott (and pinches it when Alcott walks by) and his right
glove towards the camera. With this Kubrick is telling the audience (ALcott) that they
have to watch the cross dissolve (camera) and reduce the smoke a little.
But as you can see, Alcott walks straight
through and sits down behind the other guys.
Alcott doesn‟t hear the clues anymore now.
This is emphasized by the sound of the walkietalkie man‟s voice when he says „Reduce the
smoke a little bit, Al.‟ At the moment Alcott sits
down behind the men, the walkie-talkie guy‟s
voice changes from clear sound into a more
dull sound. Hence: Alcott (the audience) loses
Kubrick. That‟s why Kubrick acts a little irritated
and slams unto his coat with his glove.

‘..And Action Shelley!’
Then Kubrick says „Okay, turn over‟ which is
repeated by the walkie-talkie guy. Right after this
we hear a guy say „cut it‟ with an echoed sound,
possibly referring to the cross dissolve. Kubrick
now says „action‟ at the same time that the walkietalkie guy says „roll video.‟
Finally the walkie-talkie guy says ‘…and action
Shelley!‟ After the guy says this, Kubrick quickly
turns his head towards the interjection at the right;
as he looks towards the interjection we hear a
ticking sound. Then we see a cut to another „scene.‟
So what do we have to do now? We start with the 1921 cross dissolve. In this shot
we have to reduce the snow, the smoke and the speed. Then we have to turn over
the shot, watch –like Kubrick to the interjection at the left (turn over 3x) and then we
are asked for some action. But what do we have to do then?

This is the same question Shelley asked herself at this moment. She –just like the usdoesn‟t quite get it. And this –of course- makes Kubrick a little angry. All the work, all
the explanations were for nothing. With this situation in mind Kubrick in a moment
walks to Shelley (and the audience.)

The Disappeared Copy
But first we see the walkie-talkie guy touching his
balaclava. And we also can see why he is touching it just
on this particular place. A little white label used to hang
there. This white label we have to see as the message
Kubrick wanted to copy into our minds, but when he said
„action‟ we couldn‟t see what he meant. That‟s why the
label or message is gone now. For the last time the
walkie-talkie guy shows the audience what to do. When
Kubrick says cut it, the walkie-talkie guy looks from the
left interjection to the right. A background figure (blue
jacket, red collar) does the same thing: at the moment
Kubrick says „cut it‟ he looks to the interjection at the right.

Angry Kubrick..
Now we cut to an angry Kubrick walking towards Shelley.
When he says „there’s no desperate…oh come on!‟ he
slams with his gloves onto his coat. At the moment
(or right after) we hear him slamming Kubrick looks
right at the interjection at the left. So in this scene it
seems like Kubrick totally has had it with giving the
audience (Shelley) soft clues. He now almost wants
to ram it into the viewer‟s mind. That‟s why he slams
his coat and watches –in close-up- to the interjection
at the left. It‟s like Kubrick‟s last desperate attempt to
bring over his message.

‘We’re Fuckin’ Killing Ourselves Out Here’
A the scene continues we see that Kubrick has a discussion with Shelley. In this case
there are two parties. But as we have to see this scene as a TV mosaic we discover
that Kubrick and Shelley actually work together, or bringing over a message together.
When Kubrick says ‘…what do you mean roll video’ Shelley says „two seconds.‟ This
is a reference to the interjection‟s visibility during the cross dissolve.
One has to roll the video and then –during the two
seconds- seek the interjection. This is why Shelley
moves her knife from the behind the door to the
front of the door; this is a virtual cross dissolve.
Then Kubrick says the line „were fuckin’ killing
ourselves out here and you’ve gotta be ready.‟
When Kubrick says „out here‟ Shelley is pointing
with her knife at the interjection on the right.
After this Kubrick says „Shall we play mood
music?‟ When he says this Shelley moves her

knife towards the interjection at the left and says the line „No I can’t hear.‟ The reason
for Kubrick to say „Shall we play mood music we can find in the
actual film.
When we watch the cross dissolve scene we indeed do hear
mood music that eventually culminates right at the moment
that the interjection is visible. Also note Jack‟s and Wendy‟s
eye movements in the scene that precedes the cross dissolve.
At 19m21s (including the WB-logo) Jack looks to Wendy, then Wendy looks to the
interjection point at the right (in a cross dissolve.) But as we‟ve
seen in the documentary, Shelley couldn‟t hear the mood
music and didn‟t quite know what to do with it.

‘Never Mind’
In the next shot we see Shelley
being quite agitated because she
doesn‟t know what Kubrick wanted from her. Here also
we see an interjection. At the background on the left is
a painting with a golden round on it. This round is
placed at the left interjection point. The interesting thing
is that this round is placed at the interjection point until
Shelley says „never mind.‟ Then the round leaves its
interjection positioning
like Kubrick wants to say: if you don‟t mind you‟ll not
be able to see interjection.
The frustrating thing now is: unlike Shelley we do see
the interjection but we don‟t know what it refers to.
The only thing we know is that Kubrick refers to some
kind of interjection that‟s placed at the left. We also
know that Kubrick is referring to something that‟s
outside of the film.

‘Let’s Take This’
To help us further Kubrick has to give
some more direct clues. And the only direct
clue –in my opinion- is seen in the storage
room scene (scene 5.) In the beginning of
this scene Kubrick says „let’s take this.‟ We
first think that he refers to a certain shot
from beneath, but that‟s not what he really
means. When Kubrick says „take this‟ one
can see three figures placed at three boxes
at the left. The figures represent a
rectangle, the moon and the American
Flag. At this moment we also can see a
corner of a box (functioning as an arrow)
pointing at the interjection right below. Hence: the figures and the interjection need to
be connected. So „this‟ actually means these three figures.

Then Kubrick sits down on the ground and says „Can you do it with your head down?‟
Here again he means something else.
When Kubrick says „you‟ he literally means you and not Jack.
So actually what we have to
do here is to put our own
head
down.
Kubrick
emphasizes this by pushing
his both legs up in the air.
So now we‟re standing on our heads with Kubrick
saying to us: „Yeah, that’s not bad‟ (note that Kubrick
holds his glasses at his ear: vision and sound need
to be connected.) The reason he says this to us is because a red arrow points in the
direction (not exactly („that’s not bad‟)) at the interjection at the left (at the left, remind
we stand on our head now.)
Then Kubrick says „Do that.‟ At this moment we see
another bigger arrow pointing at the interjection on the
left and Kubrick moves his viewer lens towards the
three figures on the boxes. What Kubrick wants us to
do here is that we connect the interjection on the left
with the three figures placed on the boxes. This is what
I think the most direct clue Kubrick can give to the
viewer.

A Rectangle, The Moon, The American Flag
Now the serendipity really kicks in. Are we going to do
something with this or do say to ourselves „never mind,
it’s nothing?‟ Now I think this is also a case of what
someone knows about certain things, or in this case
about Kubrick. People don‟t‟ know anything about Kubrick
probably wouldn‟t even notice it. But people who do know
something about his other –possible- activities have a
bigger chance to connect these three figures (rectangle,
moon, American Flag) with something outside of the film.
Of course I‟m referring here to the rumor that Kubrick
faked the Apollo moon landings (by making the moon
landing pictures in a film studio.) Could it be that Kubrick
wants us to make a connection between these three box
figures and the moon landing pictures? Do these three
figures represent a moon landing picture? I‟d say it‟s
worth a shot, certainly after reading Jay Weidner‟s article
mentioned in the lead up.

‘..One Picture’
An important question now is: do we have to connect these figures with one or with
more moon landing pictures? I think Shelley Duvall gives us the answer. The last
sentence spoken out in the documentary comes from Shelley. Just before the music

starts in she says: „He’s taught me more than I’ve
learned on all the other pictures I’ve done within one
year’s time on one picture.‟ As we see, the last two
words of this sentence are „one picture.‟ With these
two words Shelley doesn‟t mean the film, but literally
a picture. If we assume that this one picture refers to
one moon landing picture, we now can focus on one
moon landing picture. Also interesting is Shelley‟s
head movement when she says „one picture.‟ She
nods with her head towards the bottom left corner.
This is a small hint that we have to look at this place if we want to know what picture
Shelley is referring to here.

The Real Interjection

If we now watch the ending sequence and watch it until the very last colored frame,
we see an interjection (yellow arrow) at –indeed- the bottom left corner. It‟s made by
a white sheet covering something. Kubrick even watches at it. As you can see the
interjection is part of a bigger figure that‟s hidden beneath the sheet.
Now of course the big question is: could it be that this figure represent the „skyline‟
that‟s visible on one of the moon landing pictures? Shockingly it does. One moon
landing picture indeed shows a „skyline‟ that is similar to the one at the end of the
documentary. In this picture we see the real interjection on the left and exactly
beneath this interjection we see the stars of the American Flag. Even the range (or
the rectangle on the box) makes sense. As we look at the flagpole on the box in the
documentary we see it‟s short. This is because a certain range on the moon landing
picture virtually cuts off a large part of the flagpole.
So, is this what Kubrick wanted us to discover? Is this the final copy image? I‟m
convinced it is.

Now, the consequences of the above discovery I‟ll leave up to you. I only can say
that Kubrick by means of his MAKING THE SHINING eventually points to this picture.
And is it a coincidence that the final song of THE SHINING is midnight, with the stars
and you? Does midnight refer to the black space in the picture that virtually points to
the starts on the American Flag?
Does the word „you‟ here also refers to the
astronaut or the somebody reflected into the
helmet? Is it a coincidence that the old lady in THE
SHINING‟s bathroom makes the same gesture
with her arms as the astronaut in the moon landing
picture? What does this say about Jack then who‟s
looking towards the old lady?
And was Kubrick‟s „angry‟ phrase „We’re fuckin’ killing ourselves out here’ actually a
message to the viewer that he literally was putting his life at risk, because he was
copying the moon landing picture into the viewer‟s minds?
Decide for yourself.

Three Last Things..
Showing or Making the Copy
Before closing this interpretation section I want to say three more things. The first
thing has to do with the similarity between both „skylines.‟ One of course can argue
that the skyline seen in the moon landing picture is not an exact copy of the skyline
seen at the end of the documentary. But I‟d say: wouldn‟t an exact copy be a little too
obvious? And again: Kubrick wanted the audience to participate in something. That‟s
something different than showing them literally the thing he wanted to bring over.
That‟s why he made the skyline -seen in the last frame of the documentary- similar to
the one in the moon landing picture. Would he made an exact copy, he had taken
away the opportunity for the viewer to participate. So, with having said that, the only
way one can speak of a copy, is to say that Kubrick eventually copied a picture into
the viewer‟s mind. This kind of copying hasn‟t anything to do with showing the
eventual copy. It only makes you to –eventually- see the copy.

‘Keep On My Hat’
The second thing is about the question if
Vivian really made this documentary. As
you‟ve seen, and will see in the
observation
section,
the
camera
movements are not shaky, they are
exactly choreographed. The question is:
was a 17-year old Vivian capable to do
this? It‟s of course hard to prove that
Vivian did or did not film MAKING THE
SHINING.

The only prove I can give has to do with the pinky and the thumb, or with Vivian and
Stanley. As we watch the last time Vivian is seen in the mirror (preparations for
Ballroom Sequence) we see her doing something with her pinky. Vivian here moves
her pinky down. As we believe that the pinky represents Vivian what could this mean
then?
Not so much. But if we connect this movement with
the song we hear at the same moment, we could say
something more. At the moment Vivian moves her
pinky down the man sings „keep on my hat.‟ Is this
Kubrick‟s confession that Vivian didn‟t film MAKING
THE SHINING? And to return to the relationship
between the pinky and the thumb. Watch Kubrick‟s in
the documentary‟s last shot. Here he hides his –from
our position- left thumb beneath his right hand. What
we see here is thus a hidden thumb. Here Kubrick
virtually says he eventually had full control over the
documentary.

The Real Kubrick
The last thing I think is interesting to say is that
throughout the documentary we do see the real
Kubrick. Of course Kubrick doesn‟t speak directly (into
the camera) about himself. But basically the whole
documentary is one big monologue told by Kubrick.
For instance, see the interviews of Jack, Shelley,
Danny and Scatman. Who is talking here: they or
Kubrick? I think Kubrick used the above actors also as
his means to talk to the audience. Just hear Danny saying „And also my friends like to
play it (moviemaking), but they don’t really understand. […] They say: Well, you think
you’re smart, don’t ya? You know..what..you know. And I admit, I admit that I do think
I am.‟ Just notice the two double I‟s in the last sentence (I admit, I admit; I do think I
am.) These double I‟s are an implication that Kubrick is talking here through
somebody else.

Special thanks to:
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Stanley Kubrick his Marriage and his Life’ (2009)

MAIN PART
OBSERVATION SECTION
SCENE 1 (Scene numbers
00m00s-02m47s

do not correspond with the order of scenes in the documentary)

BV=Background Voice(s) (off screen)
BFS=Background Figure Says
JNS=Jack Nicholson Says
JNM=Jack Nicholson Moves
VKS=Vivian Kubrick Speaks
VKM=Vivian Kubrick Moves
CM=Camera Moves
utm=unintelligible to me
00m17s
Note the telephone wiring: is it plugged in (fig. 1)?
Note the two mirrored phones (fig. 1).
Figure 1

00m23s
Note the differences of JN expressions, before (fig. 2) and
after (fig. 3) the title: JACK NICHOLSON.
00m25s
JNM: Makes a ‘go away/that’s nonsense’ gesture (see:
interpretation section (in the following text noted as: i.s.))

Figure 2

Figure 3

00m30s-00m38s
VKS: ‘Was that…’ (utm)
JNS: ‘Why do you have to know about my rice and noodles?’
VKS: ‘I don’t know what you’re gonna say…’
JNS: ‘Rice and noodles’ (second time) (…)
00m43s
BFS: utm (who is saying this?).
It looks like JN says the above (utm) line, but this line is
not lip sync with JN.
00m46s
VKS: ‘Why? Uh..’ (To whom is VK speaking?)
00m56s

VKS: ‘Uh.. They are trying to finish it Jack…’(utm)
01m04-15s
JNS: ‘Finished with the assignment. Beautiful, excellent work.
Great work.’
CM: Going down to JN’s waist and hands. Camera is in position
when JN says ‘great work.’
JNM: Is looking down when he says ‘excellent work.’
JNM: His hands express something (fig. 4).
Figure 4

CM: Going up while hands are moving. Head of JN becomes
visible.
JNM: Now his head is pointing to the left. JN is looking
towards the ip. His facial expressions are of ‘not quite
getting it’ (see: i.s. and fig. 5)
Figure 5

01m20-21s
BV: ‘This is Jack’ (fig. 6)
Figure 6

01m24-31s
JNS: ‘It’s pretty neat, huh? See?’
01m33s
VKM: Points with her head towards JN (fig. 7)
JNM: Looking to the ip. (fig. 7)
Figure 7

JNS: ‘I’ll brush my teeth for you Viv/there(?)’
VKS: utm
01m37-02m37s
JNS: ‘I always brush my teeth when I report back in for work’
VKS: ‘Why?’

JNS: ‘Consideration for my co-workers.’
(…)
JNS: ‘They’ll be so grateful to me now.‘
VKS: ‘What?’
JNS: ‘They’ll be so grateful (second time). They’ll say. Look
at that Jack. (utm) come(s) down. You know it’s midnight…’
VKS: ‘That’s not true, it’s eight O’clock.’
JNS: ‘..and Lord knows what he’s been doing. He’s down here
and he has a fresh and sparkling breath. You see?’
JNM1: Is he looking to place on fig. 6 (?) when he says ‘here’
in the sentence ‘he’s down here.’
JNM2: Is looking to the ip. just before he says ‘you see?’
(fig. 8) When he says ‘you see?’ JN is looking into the
camera.
Figure 8

JNM3: Is hitting the towel 4 times. After this he pulls his
belt (fig. 9)

Figure 9

JNS: ‘Now, you’ll have to excuse me now (second time), because
I’m going to take a piss. Thank you.’

SCENE 2
02m48s-04m45s
SDS=Shelley Duvall Speaks
SKM=Stanley Kubrick Moves
JNS: ‘God, why don’t you get some shots when I’m great looking
and everything’ At the moment when JN says ‘great looking’ the
title of the documentary appears with a particular sound.
VKS: ‘You’re looking fine.’
BFS: ‘You’ll better get first count on this film Jack.’
JNS: ‘Let me ask you a question (utm). We’re indoors. I don’t
need the big coat, do I?’
JNM/S: Pointing to ip. and the film set of the feature film
(see: i.s.), when he says ‘the big coat’ (fig. 10)
Figure 10

BFS: ‘(utm)’
JNS: ‘Good job. Good show.’
03m33s
JNM: Looking at the ip. (marked with a ‘tick’-sound); directly
followed by door opening sound (fig. 11)

Figure 11

JNS: ‘(utm), I don’t think you told me the truth. It’s quite
(..blows) chilly in here. (utm) there’s a lot of displaying
sweater men in here, so (utm).’
When JN says ‘there’s a lot of displaying sweater men in here,
so…’, the camera lens is being hit by the set lights
‘artifacts’ (see: i.s. and figure 12 and 13). One can see the
difference of the effect of the lights by comparing fig. 12
with fig. 13.
Figure 12 (time: 04m00s)

Figure 13 (time: 04m01s)

BFS: ‘They don’t’ belong here Jack. They’re (utm) of the
team.’
JNS: ‘(utm)…no doubt to be a little lurkyish.’
SDS: ‘Lurkyish is right.’
JNS: ‘(utm)… all the way from my toilet.’
SKM: Pulls his jeans when JN says the above sentence (fig.
14).
Figure 14

SCENE 3
04m45s-06m26s
04m48s
BG: Is that the bathroom interior (fig. 15)?
Figure 15

04m59s
BG: Although the door on the left is closed in the original
scene in the movie, it is open in this documentary scene. In
the opening June is visible with a tv-screen behind her. The
room behind the door seems very small (fig. 16)
Figure 16

BFS: You just say ‘turn over’ when you’re ready, Stanley.

CUT TO: FEATURE FILM
05m35s-05m38s
Note: While SD is stuck in the window, she makes really
unnatural movement (fig. 17) It almost seems she’s outside the
window and then goes back.
Figure 17

Note: When JN slams the door with the axe, one can hear a BF
(English accent, as far as I can hear) saying ‘turn over’
several times (fig. 18=one of the moments one can hear ‘turn
over.’)
Figure 18

SCENE 4
10m05s-11m25s
BFM=Background Figure(s) Move(s)
BG=Background
J=June
JM=June Moves
JNS: ‘This is the way (utm) marks his lines. I…I’ve copied it
ever since. And simply by picking them up and reading it turns
me into a frickin’ monster.’ Laughs.
JNM: Marks his lines with V’s
SDS: ‘That’s the interjection, right?’
BFS: Yep.
SDS: ‘(…) I’ll be back by tomorrow morning at the latest.’
BG: Name SHELLEY DUVALL at one point says only ALL when SD
says ‘I’ll be back by tomorrow morning at the latest.’ (fig.
19)
Figure 19

CM: moving towards JN and J.
JNS: ‘Open the door, let me out of here…’
JNM: Looks towards SK
JNS: Then repeats his line: ‘open the door (utm).’
BGM: Three guys are walking out of the door. The first and
last one walk back into the door, the second one walks

straight on (fig. 20)
Figure 20

JM: The gesture of her right hand relates to the movement of
the background figures (fig. 21 and fig. 22)
Figure 21

Figure 22

JNS: ‘Wendy, open the goddamn door.’ At this moment wind is
blowing in JN face and he is looking at the direction of the
wind source.
JNS: ‘Wendy, listen to me. Let me out of here and I’ll forget
the whole damn thing’ (2 times)
SKM: Slides typewriter when SD on the background moves into
the ip. (fig. 23)
Figure 23

SKM2: Holds three fingers up while typing.

SCENE 5
11m26s-14m27s
SKS: ‘It might be better as they’ll just play it as a ‘medium
shot’ with this situation.’
SKS/BG: ‘Let’s take this.’ At this moment the boxes on the
left show a moon and a flag. One other box at the right is
pointing to ip (fig. 24).
Figure 24

SKS/M: ‘Can you do it with your head down? Yeah. Well, that’s
not bad. Do that.’ At the moment when SK says ‘can you do it
with your head down? Yeah.’ SK moves his glasses (that he
holds in his right hand) to his ears. At the right there is a
box visible with an arrow that points to the ip. (in the case
you putted your head down; see fig 25),
Figure 25

then when SK says ‘do that’ there comes another arrow into the
screen that points also (in another direction) to the ip.
(fig. 26)

Figure 26

SKM: a few moments after SK says ‘do that’ he points his
viewer lens to the boxes with the moon and flag on it (fig.
27)
Figure 27

JN: when he says ‘let me out of here’ the camera moves to the
boxes with the moon and a rectangular gap in it (fig. 28)

Figure 28

SKM: when he says ‘down’ in the sentence ‘…and looking down
when you say the lines’ he is looking to the ip. (fig. 29)
Figure 29

JNM: when JN pushes the boxes upwards there is a gap visible
(fig. 30)

Figure 30

SKS: ‘Right. Check the gate (utm)’

SCENE 6
14m28s-15m02s
JS=June Says
JS: ‘It’s not the script. I’ve givin’ it to Philip (Stone?).
He’s gonna (utm) over it, you see. And would you like to (utm)
over it?
JS: When she says ‘you’re not even…’ in the background there
is –very short- a man visible just behind JN. The man firstly
walks from right to left, but when he is behind JN head, he
takes a turn and walks back to the right (fig. 31)
Figure 31

JS: ‘(…) that’s the not real script, it’s just an idea of what
you’ve did (?)’
JNS: ‘I wasn’t planning anything –f- between midnight and
two.’
JNS/BGV: ‘Just an idea to get started on.’ Note that some
fractions of a second earlier a voice in the background says
the same (part of this) line (‘to get started’), but then
quite fast.
JNS/M: ‘Very good(.) Filmmaking. Get these things.’ When he
says ‘get these things’, JN points to the BF (fig. 32)

Figure 32

JNS: ´We make it up as we go along.´ When JN says this, he
points to the BF. At this moment VK is kind of laughing.
BGV: seem to be a little agitated(?) by JN saying ‘we make it
up as we go along´ (see: i.s.)
JNS: ‘Don’t we, Viv?’
JNM: When he says ‘as we go along’ a man literally walks along
JN and J is pointing to a blue jacket (fig. 33)
Figure 33

When he says ‘don’t we, Viv?’ JN points with his right hand to
a BGF and with his left hand he is holding the script that’s
placed outside of the frame (fig. 34).

Figure 34

SCENE 7
15m02s-15m47s
GKS=Gert Kubrick Speaks
GKM=Gert Kubrick Moves
SKF(?)=Possibly Stanley Kubrick’s Father
FG=Foreground
15m02s
GKS/M: when she says ‘this script’ she is moving her hand
inside the frame and puts it on the table. GK makes a gesture
with this hand. (fig. 35 and fig. 36)
Figure 35

Figure 36

15m05s
BGV: ‘Because’
GKM: Opens her mouth and the lamp reflected in the window
moves slowly ‘into’ her nose. When the lamp is totally ‘in’
her nose she closes her mouth (fig. 37 and fig. 38)

Figure 37

Figure 38

SKS/BG: ‘Each time you make a new version… At first you get
very methodical and… Each time you make a new version, you put
a different color… After a while, you know, you get lucky if
people get copies of the changes.’ At the beginning of the
third sentence the light from the lamp on the table flashes
through the camera lens (fig. 39 and fig. 40)

Figure 39

Figure 40

At the word ‘copies’ in the third sentence, the lights at the
background is flashing (fig. 41)
Figure 41

At the part ‘get copies of the changes’ SK’s father(?) is
moving his head with glasses from down-left upwards and then
pans his head to SK then to JN.
JNS/BG: when JN says ‘it’s so you start whit white’, the
lights on the fore and background flash after each other (fig.
42 and fig. 43)
Figure 42

Figure 43

JNM: He’s still looking at GK while SK is speaking. Then moves
his head simultaneously to the right – to SK – with the
camera.
JNS: ‘It’s so that you start with white, then blue, then pink,
then green, then yellow…’
SKS(?): ‘But what happens is…’
JNS/BGF: when JN says: ‘it’s so that when everybody have got
their script out’, JN holds his hand at a BGF that walks by
(fig. 44)

Figure 44

JNS: ‘…you can look right over and know if they’ve have the
latest version,’
15m28s
GKS(?): ‘time sick (?)’
JNS/M: ‘but of course, you’ll never have the latest version,
yeah(?).’ When he says ‘you’ll never have the latest version’
JN is looking directly into the camera (fig. 45)
Figure 45

JNM: He is winking his eyes very quickly when he looks to GK
when she says ‘time sick(?).’
JNM/CM: When he ‘you’ll never have the latest version’, first
he is looking to GK, then to SK’s Father(?), then to SK, then
into the camera, then back to GK. When he looks to GK the
camera is following him.
CM: When the camera moves from the right to the left, GK’s
hand moves along with the BGF (fig. 46)

Figure 46

GKS: ‘(utm)…blue or yellow isn’t significant…’
SKS(?): ‘No.’
JN/SK/SKF(?)S: ‘Hmmm…’
GKS: ‘(utm)…it’s just colors.’
JNS: ‘I quit using my script.’
GKM: Turns her head to JN before JN is going to speak. Looks
to JN. Winks. Nods to JN and simultaneously looks to SK. After
this GK looks to SK. Then there is a cut. SK is looking to GK
and smiles.
JNS/SKM: ‘I just take the ones (light flashes and GK laughs)
they type up each day.’ When JN says ‘I’, you can see a double
reflection of the light in SK’s glasses (fig. 47) After this
sentence SKF(?) and GK laughs.
Figure 47

JNM: Looks from GK to SK and then back to GK before she says
something.
GK: ‘(utm)’
JNS and SK or SKF(?)S: ‘No.’ When JN opens his mouth to say
‘no’ he is almost outside the frame. You would aspect that JN
would first say ‘no,’ because he has already his mouth open,
but this isn’t the case: SK or SKF(?) says ‘no’ first.

SCENE 8
15m47s-16m35s
JMM=James Mason Moving
15m47s-15m58s
JNM: his eyes are pointing to ip’s on the right and left.
16m11s-16m16s
SKM: His hands point to the two BF
BFM: Laughs at something (fig. 48)
Figure 48

SKS(?): ‘(utm) What is (utm) supposed to be?’
JMM: At this moment he is looking to the two BF. SK and JM
keep in close contact during the whole scene.

SCENE 9
16m31/36s-17m32s
CM: It looks like the camera stands still, but the camera
makes tiny movement during the whole interview.
SDM: Several times she is nodding ‘no’
SDM: When she says ‘about to come to work’ at 17m14s she is
looking to the ip.
SDS: When she says ‘whatever’ at 17m19s her voice sounds
different.
SDM: When she says ‘and I suppose I like attention’ at 17m29s,
she looks to the ip. after she says ‘suppose.’
SCENE 10
17m33s-18m38s
BFS: ‘This is (…)’ at 18m34s reminding ‘this is Jack’ at
01m20s, because it is said with the same tone and speed.

SCENE 11
19m02s-19m58s
BG: The black marks at the wall are not visible (with a little
doubt about the left one) in the actual feature film scene
(fig. 49 and fig. 50)
Figure 49 (Making The Shining)

Figure 50 (The Shining)

19m21s
SKM: Pulling his jeans up (fig. 51,) and claps his hands four
times. Then he makes a gesture with his hand.

Figure 51

SKS: ‘Get the dummy.’
SKS: ‘No, she isn’t (utm), that’s right, okay, let’s go.’
BFS: ‘What?’
SDS: ‘utm.’
SKM and JM: What’s happening between these two here? (fig. 52)
Figure 52

SKS: ‘Don’t sympathize with Shelley.’
BG: When SK says the above line, the mirror on the background
moves to the left (fig. 53) Some seconds earlier SK watched
into the mirror.

Figure 53

BFS: ‘who is gonna be around here. Get this all set-up.’
SDM: SD points with her eyes to the ip on the right when BF
says ‘who is gonna be around here.’ (fig. 54) and to the ip.
at the left when the BF says ‘get this all set-up’ (fig. 55)
Figure 54

Figure 55

SCENE 12
19m59s-21m39s
DL=Danny Lloyd
GB=Garrett Brown
SKS: ‘We’ll get us in there first and then you lead –if (utm)
that’s true- Jack, I’ll come in from this end (utm)…top over
here. (utm)…say?’
BFS: ‘Uuuhm.’
SKS: ‘Okay.’
FG: When they are pointing out the maze layout, you can see DL
looking with them at the right corner below (fig. 56).
Figure 56

SKM: He switches the pen from his right to his left hand and
then he grabs the door with his left hand (fig. 57) When SK
does this, a BF says ‘Danny in first.’
Figure 57

BFM: The BF opens the (same) door, looks in the direction of
SK (fig. 58) and then looks down. After this the BF leads DL
out of the room first.
Figure 58

DLS: asks a question at 20m16s: something like: ‘is…is it?’
DLS/BFS: note the conversation between them. BFS: ‘the way we
went for twenty minutes…’. DLS: ‘I know’
DLS: 20m38-39s: ‘…lurkyisch(?)’
SKS: 20m42s: (Note the ambiguity of the line) ’Let them
realize we’re out of time.’
SKM: The moment SK says the above line, he looks to the right
(fig. 59). Note that when SK says ‘we’re out of time’ and
looks to the right, the wooden wall on the right ‘disappears’
for a few moments.
Figure 59

BFS: the guy who is hearable through the walkie-talkie seems
to say (it’s more the phonetics of the words): ‘don’t let him
run’ at 20m59s just before SK says the same sentence.
Note the J-cut at 21m03-05s.
SKS: ‘Here we go. Roll video.’
BFS: ‘Turn over, please.’
BG: When the BF says ‘turn over, please,’ on the left a lamp
is switched on: the light from this lamp reaches (visibly) up
to the left ip. ; note that GB points his steadicam at the
right ip. (fig. 60)
Figure 60

SKM/BFS: when SK looks up, a BF says: ‘Speak Stanley’. Note
the antenna on the left and the light on the right (fig. 61)
Figure 61

SCENE 13
22m13s-23m08s
INTERPRETATION: SK is speaking through DL.
INTERPRETATION: when the interviewer asks his first question
DL moves his mouth like he knows what the interviewer is going
to say.

SCENE 14
23m09s-24m04s
JAM=John Alcott Moves
SKS: The word ‘well’ in the opening line has an unnatural
abrupt ending.
SKM: At the same time he is pulling his jeans.
SKM: When he says ‘there were quite a few fuck ups’ SK shows
four fingers that disappear into his jacket (fig. 62)
Figure 62

SKS: When he says ‘let’s look at that (utm)’ one can hear
three bounces.
JNS: What is he saying between 23m17s and 23m20s?
23m19s: The interior of the bathroom is changed. The black
markings (both) (seen at fig. 49) are gone now.
SKS and JNS: when they say ‘translation one/point’ (JN first)
one can notice a part of a black plate (camera equipment) in
front of a lamp (fig. 63)

Figure 63

JAM: When JN and SK say ‘translation one/point’ JA has placed
his fingers on his face and moves them down (fig. 64)
Figure 64

JNS: What is Jack saying between 23m28s and 28m31s?
BFS: ‘Read that Jack’ at 23m28s
JNM/S: Looks down (fig. 65) and says: ‘utm, back to me utm.’

Figure 65

SKM: Looks through the camera (fig. 66)
Figure 66

SKS: It looks like he is talking to JN but now he talks to
SD: ‘But Shelley, the only parts that.. The only thing clearly
wrong is at the end.’ You can hear SD (?) at 23m33s: utm what
she is saying here.
SKS/FG: When he says ‘clearly wrong’ the black plate becomes
visible at the right. When he says ‘when you said’ his right
eye is overlapped by this black plate (fig. 67)

Figure 67

SKM/FG: When he says ‘it got to be a last desperate begging,
you know.’ The ip is visible at the left when SK stands still
and stares (fig. 68)
Figure 68

SKS: ‘you shouldn’t jump on every (utm) line, it looks fake.’
When he says this one can hear four bounces. After these
bounces one can hear a ‘stapling sound.’
SKS/SKM: When he says ‘Shelley, I’m telling you, it’s too many
times’ SK moves outside the frame and then into the black
plate again (fig. 69)

Figure 69

SCENE 15
24m04s-24m49s
SDM: Four fingers visible at 24m22s (fig. 70) and then wipes
them out of the frame again.
Figure 70

SKS: Makes a sound like he disapproves when SD talks and shows
the four fingers.
SKS/SKM: ‘(utm) the lines are not gonna make a (utm) lot of
difference if you got the wright attitude.’ When he says
‘attitude’ he looks to the ip. Also the camera is pushing his
look more closely to the ip. (fig. 71) After this he says ‘I
think you’re (utm) about the wrong stuff’ and looks directly
into the camera (fig. 72)
Figure 71

Figure 72

After this he says: ‘can we have a quick chat about it (utm)
Shelley?’

SCENE 16
25m24s-28m02s
SKM: Lets the lp hit the script.
SKM/CM: Makes the decision of taking this song directly after
the camera goes from focus to unfocus.
SKM: Points to the lp (reader) (fig. 73) Points with this same
finger to his eye (fig. 74) Then SK’s hair -at the upper side
of his ear- moves upwards (fig. 75)
BGV: at 25m32-33s one can hear someone saying ‘yeah’ in the
same way SK did a few seconds earlier.
Figure 73

Figure 74

Figure 75

INTERPRETATION:
25m38s-25m40s.
SKM/Q: a face in his beard(?) at 25m40-41s (fig. 76)
Figure 76

FG: Words on the sound system: FET: CLOSED LOOP DUAL CAPSTAN
at 25m50s
BFM: The two fingers of both sides of the middle finger of the
woman at 26m09s touch each other (fig. 77) You can hear
another woman say ‘get that’ at 26m08s.

Figure 77

VKM/BGV: moves her pink finger downwards (figure 78) when the
singer of the played song sings ‘keep on my hat.’
Figure 78

SKS: At 27m00s: ‘On the conversations, everybody, just (utm)
them. Don’t don’t speak and don’t…don’t nod your heads when
you’re talking.’
SKM: He moves his head towards the left then he looks down
than he looks to the right just at the moment the camera moves
in front of his face in the same direction (fig. 79)

Figure 79

At this same moment an arm is visible of someone who wears the
same jacket as JN.

SCENE 17
28m23s-30m28s
SKS: 'Tell him to re(falters)duce the snow.' SKM: moves his
hand –with gloves- at the ip at the left (fig. 80) and looks
then looks to the ip at the left (fig. 81) then upwards (fig.
82) and after this he again looks to the ip at the left (fig.
83)
Figure 80

Figure 81

Figure 82

Figure 83

BFM: The man with the yellow coat (behind SK) first looks
upwards (fig. 84) then disappears (because of the CM) and then
looks upwards and disappears behind SK's head (fig. 85)
Figure 84

Figure 85

BFM: when SK puts his arm down, a man in the background
becomes visible that first holds a hand before his eyes (fig.
86) and then –right after SK says ‘reduce the snow’ stares
into the distance by making the gesture of putting this same
hand above his eyes (fig. 87)
Figure 86

Figure 87

BFS: ‘Reduce the snow a bit, Alan.’ CM: When BF says ‘Alan’
the camera is in movement and shows the ip at the left (fig.
88)
Figure 88

BFS: ‘Alan, stand over here.’ At this moment the guy with the
blue cap moves his head quickly towards the ip when the BF
says ‘here’ (fig. 89)
Figure 89

BFS: ‘Alan, stand over here’ (the same as above). At this
moment the man with the blue coat is looking to the ip at the
left and makes a gesture with his hand –with cigarette- like
‘come here’ (fig. 90)

Figure 90

BFS: ‘Stand over here’ (second time.) BGF (called Alan) moves
his hand from his mouth downwards (fig. 91) Probably he was
smoking a cigarette, because the man with the blue coat made
the same gesture with his hand when the same sentence –‘stand
over here’- was spoken out.
Figure 91

SKS: ‘You can’t even hear us. Reduce the snow.’
BF: -Has a white card hanging out of his cap (fig. 92)

Figure 92

In the next shot that shows Alan, one can see him move to the
ip at the left when the BF says ‘stand-by boys.’ The BF drags
a jacket that points to another BGF. The lamp hangs to the
left (fig. 93)
Figure 93

BFS-I: ‘Stand-by boys. Okay Malcolm? Alright…’
BFM-I: Looks at a line at the background (fig. 94)

Figure 94

BFS-I: ‘…roll video. -–‘Reduce speed’ is heard through the
walkie-talkie-- ‘Reduce speed, Stanley.’ BFM: Looks to the
line in the background when he says ‘reduce speed, Stanley.’
BFS-II/III: –‘turn over’ heard on the background- (utm)
BFS-I: ‘Clear back boys…’
BFS-I/BG: Right after BF-II/III(probably SK) says ‘(utm) turn
over’ and just before BF-I says ‘clear back boys’ one can see
the jacket of BF-I pointing to the ip at the right, but
because one has said ‘turn over’ already, one has to see the
ip at the left now (fig. 95)
Figure 95

BFS-I: ‘…Okay turning does.’ BG/BFM-I/JA: At this moment the
ip is moving from the right to the left (fig. 96) and BF-I is
moving towards JA which is holding a camera towards the ip on
the right (fig. 97)

Figure 96

Figure 97

SKS: (utm) forgot it, hold it. (utm) cut it.’ -- (BFS-I: ‘cut
it’ almost at the same time as SK).’
BFS-I: ‘Keep it rollin’
SKS: ‘Keep, keep the video rolling.’ SKS: ‘utm.’
SKM: When SK says the above line, he points with his left hand
(front sight) and holds his right hand on the cameraman on the
right. Also SK is looking upwards and the man with the red cap
looks to the left (fig. 98)

Figure 98

BFS-I: ‘Alright. Keep video rollin.’
BGS: ‘Reduce speed’ through a walkie-talkie. When these two
words are spoken out, SK moves his mouth.
SKS/SKM/BG: ‘Reduce the smoke a little, Alan.’ At this moment
JA is walking into the frame on the BG; SK looks to the left
(fig. 100)
Figure 100

BFS-I/JAM: ’Reduce the smoke a little bit, Al.’ When he says
‘bit, Al,’ his voice sounds like it is covered by something.
At the moment the voice sounds ‘covered’ JA sits down behind
the man with the red cap (fig. 101)

Figure 101

SKS: ‘Okay, turn over.’ When he says this, the man with the
red cap moves from the right to the left and on the bottom
right corner a hand pushes the film camera (probably) the left
(fig. 102)
Figure 102

BFS-IV: ‘(utm).’
BFS-I: Okay, turn over.’
BFS-V: ‘Cut it’ with an echo (?).
BFS-I: ‘All… (‘…right is said by –probably SK) roll video…’
SKS: ‘…right, action.’
BFS-I: ‘and action Shelly.’
SKS/M: Is looking quickly and shortly to the ip at the right
after BF-I says ‘action Shelley’ (fig. 103)

Figure 103

BFS (probably SK): ‘Action Shelley!’
BFM-I: The white card on his cap is gone now (fig. 104) Moves
his hand over the spot where this card used to be. Looks down,
then into the camera, then to the ip on the left, then to the
ip on the right. The man with the blue coat and mustache on
the BG is doubling the movements of BF-I (fig. 104). At the
moment that they look to the ip at the right SK (<-probably)
says ‘cut it.’
Figure 104

BFS: ‘Cut it, Alan.’ At this moment SK walks to SD.
SKS: ‘There’s no desperate… Oh come on!’ When he says ‘come
on’ he looks to the ip at the left. To mark the ip one can
hear the sound of his hands hitting his legs (fig. 105)

Figure 105

SKS/SDM: ‘What do you mean ‘roll video?’
SDS: ‘Two seconds.’ When/after she says this she makes some
movements with her knife: behind the door towards her eye
towards the front of the door (fig. 106, 107)
SKS/SDM: ‘…We’re fuckin’ (spoken out more soft and probably
more quickly; it appears to be that the word fuckin’ is
censored, but it is hearable or at least recognizable) killing
ourselves out here and you gotta be ready.’ When SK says
‘here’, SD has pointed the knife to the ip on the right (fig.
107)
Figure 106

Figure 107

SKS: ‘Should we play mood music?’
SDS: ‘No, I can’t hear.’ When she says this, she points her
knife at the ip at the left. SK is touching his eyes when SD
points her knife at the ip (fig. 108)
Figure 108

SKS: ‘Yeah, but when you came in like this –he makes a
movement towards the ip at the left (fig. 109)- (utm)
desperate.’

Figure 109

BFS/SDM: -through the megaphone-: ‘utm… stand-by.’ Right after
he says this, three fingers (probably of SD) make themselves
visible; the pointing finger points quickly to the ring
finger; SD points the knife towards the ip on the left; the
hair elastic is almost at the end of SD’s hair (fig. 110)
Figure 110

SDS: When she says ‘I got all ready’ she nods her head towards
the ip-marking on the painting at the BG is also at the ipposition in the camera frame (fig. 111) When she says ‘never
mind’ the camera moves to the right so that the ip marking on
the painting at the BG isn’t at the ip-position in the film
frame anymore (fig. 112) The hair elastic is pushed a little
more upwards by June.

Figure 111

Figure 112

SCENE 18
30m28s-31m00s
SDS/SDM: Look at the eye/headmovements while she speaks.
example: just before she says ‘you’ll get more out of
yourself’ she looks to the ip on the left (fig. 113) and
she says the last sentence of this scene ‘so it was sort
like a game’ SD moves her head shortly towards the ip on
left.
Figure 113
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SCENE 19/ENDSEQUENCE
32m26s-34m39
Just before the music starts, SD points with her head towards
the ip at the bottom left corner (fig. 114) when she says ‘one
picture.’ This place is connected to the last second of the
last shot of the documentary (34m28s-34m39s). At 34m39s one
can see an interjection at the bottom left corner of the
screen (fig. 115)
Figure 114

Figure 115

The last shot of the documentary
34m28s-34m39s
SKM: First touches his glasses, wipes his hair, looks into the
camera, looks to the right, holds three(?) fingers up, looks
down right after he moved in front of a painting (?) and a
kind of sign board.
CM: the moment SK looks to the right, the camera moves in
front of the face of the BF.
BFM: looks down shortly, right after he is ‘coming out of’ the
camera (fig. 116); at 34m35s the BF communicates with somebody
(fig. 117) The person which the BF is greeting, is only
visible as a silhouette in the reflection of a painting(?) on
the right (fig. 118)
Figure 116

Figure 117

Figure 118

END CREDITS
Note the words and numbers in the end-title scene.
‘Arrangement ©1978 SerendipLLC’ (fig. 119)
Figure 119

